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ABSTRACT
A promising solution to overcome the Internet ossification is network virtualization in which
Internet Service Providers (ISPs) are decoupled into two tiers: service providers (SPs), and in-
frastructure providers (InPs). The former maintain and customize virtual network(s) to meet the
service requirement of end-users, which is mapped to the physical network infrastructure that is
managed and deployed by the latter via the Virtual Network Embedding (VNE) process. VNE
consists of two major components: node assignment, and link mapping, which can be shown to be
NP-Complete.
In the first part of the dissertation, we present a path-based ILP model for the VNE problem.
Our solution employs a branch-and-bound framework to resolve the integrity constraints, while
embedding the column generation process to effectively obtain the lower bound for branch pruning.
Different from existing approaches, the proposed solution can either obtain an optimal solution or
a near-optimal solution with guarantee on the solution quality.
A common strategy in VNE algorithm design is to decompose the problem into two sequential
sub-problems: node assignment (NA) and link mapping (LM). With this approach, it is inexorable
to sacrifice the solution quality since the NA is not holistic and not-reversible. In the second part,
we are motivated to answer the question: Is it possible to maintain the simplicity of the Divide-
and-Conquer strategy while still achieving optimality? Our answer is based on a decomposition
framework supported by the Primal-Dual analysis of the path-based ILP model.
This dissertation also attempts to address issues in two frontiers of network virtualization:
survivability, and integration of optical substrate. In the third part, we address the survivable
network embedding (SNE) problem from a network flow perspective, considering both splittable
and non-splittable flows. In addition, the explosive growth of the Internet traffic calls for the
support of a bandwidth-abundant optical substrate, despite the extra dimensions of complexity
caused by the heterogeneities of optical resources, and the physical feature of optical transmission.
In this fourth part, we present a holistic view of motivation, architecture, and challenges on the
way towards a virtualized optical substrate that supports network virtualization.
INDEX WORDS: Network Virtualization, Virtual Network Embedding, Network Survivabili-
ty, Optical Virtualization
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2PART 1
INTRODUCTION
The last decade has witnessed the stagnation of the current Internet. Due to the inherence
resistance to technical advancement, revolutionary technologies can hardly be accepted. For
instance, IPv6, conceived back in 1998, possesses only 1% share of the Internet traffic until
late November 2012. A promising solution to overcome this ossification is network virtualiza-
tion [1] [2] [3] [4] [5]. With network virtualization, the traditional Internet Service Providers
(ISPs) are decoupled into two tiers: the service providers (SPs), and the infrastructure providers
(InPs). The former maintain and customize virtual network(s) to meet the service requirement of
end users, while the latter deploy and manage the physical network infrastructure that instantiates
the virtual network request from the former. This decoupling provides the SPs a virtualized view
of the underlying network infrastructure as well as the architecture-oblivious freedom of adopting
revolutionary technologies [1] [4] [5]. Likewise, the InPs can transparently advance the physical
network without service disruptions rippled to the SPs.
VM VM VM
Hypervisor
OS
Hardware
Figure 1.1. Server Virtualization
3From the technological viewpoint, network virtualization reaps the advancement from both
the node virtualization and link virtualization to support the abstraction of networking resource
usage as an integrated virtual or logical network. Node virtualization, also known as server virtu-
alization shown in 1.1, employs hypervisor (either upon the OS or bare metal hardware) to abstract
and share the substrate software among multiple virtual machine (VM) instances. Network virtu-
alization pushed this idea further to support a virtualized network that consists of virtual machines
and the data connectivity in-between, as shown in Fig. 1.2. A list of enabling technologies are
presented in Table 1.1. Given the functional difference, we separate the nodes into facility nodes
(which mainly provide utility functions such as computing and storages) and switch nodes (which
mainly support the traffic routing/switching). The facility node virtualization relies on the virtual-
ization of OS and network interface card (NIC)(e.g., Xen [6]), and virtualization of switch nodes
replies on the virtualization of routing functionalities. At the link level, a virtual data path can
be created with the support of bandwidth multiplexing and technologies such as label/flow-based
switching (e.g., OpenFlow [7]).
Table 1.1. Enabling Technologies of Network Virtualization
Component Enabling Technologies Examples ofImplementation
Node Facility
node OS, NIC Virtualization Xen, VMware
Switch
node
Routing function
virtualization Router in virtual OS
Link
Bandwidth multiplexing,
Lable/Flow Switching,
Tunneling
Open Flow, MPLS
With the support of above virtualization technologies, a virtual network can be customized by
an SP and mapped to the substrate network of the InPs via a process, known as Virtual Network
Embedding (VNE). This process consists of two major components: node assignment, which is
the mapping of the virtual node (with computational capacity requirement) to the substrate node;
and link mapping, which is the mapping of the virtual link (with bandwidth capacity requirement)
to the substrate path(s). Given the NP-Completeness of the VNE problem [8], existing approach-
4es can be broadly classified into a few categories: optimal solutions based on solving the link-
based Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulation of virtual network embedding (e.g., [1]);
approaches based on the relaxation of the ILP formulation (e.g., relaxation and rounding in [9]);
and heuristic/meta-heuristic algorithms (e.g., [10]). The VNE process can be transformed into a
classic multi-commodity flow problem [9] [11]. This leads to two variations of the virtual link
mapping: splittable flow mapping and non-splittable flow mapping [12]. In general, the optimal
solution based on ILP models suffers from the extensive computational time of the ILP solver in
practice, while the relaxation or heuristics cannot provide a near-optimal solution with guarantee
on closeness to the optimality.
VM VM VM
OS Hypervisor
Hardware
Virtual Switch
NIC
VM VM VM
OS Hypervisor
Hardware
Virtual Switch
NIC
Connectivity (via, e.g., 
MPLS)
n
VM VM
Figure 1.2. Network Virtualization
The first part of this dissertation aims to fill these gaps with a novel branch and bound frame-
work for the VNE problem. Specifically, we present a compact path-based ILP model for the
VNE problem. Our solution employ a branch and bound framework to resolve the integrity con-
5straints while embedding a novel column generation process to effectively obtain the lower bound
for branch pruning. Different from existing approaches, the proposed framework can either obtain
an optimal solution or a near-optimal solution with guarantee on the solution quality.
Given the nature of the VNE problem, a simple and straightforward strategy for design VNE
algorithms (i.e., relaxation and heuristics) is to decompose the problem into two sequential sub-
problems: node assignment (NA) and link mapping (LM), where the node assignment (NA) is
decided first and then the link mapping problem is resolved under a fixed node mapping. With
this approach, it is inexorable, however, to sacrifice the solution quality since the node assignment
decision is not holistic and not-reversible. We hence are motivated by the following question:
Is it possible to maintain the simplicity of the Divide-and-Conquer strategy while still achieving
optimality for the VNE problem? The second major piece presented in this dissertation answers
this question with an intelligent decomposition framework supported by the Primal-Dual analysis
of the path-based ILP model that is proposed in the first part.
With network virtualization gaining momentum, the concept of survivable network virtual-
ization attracts considerable attention recently. The resulted problem, namely survivable virtual
network embedding (SNE) generally has to deal with failures of variety of network elements. In
the literature, various types of failure scenarios, including single link, single facility node and sin-
gle regional failure, have been investigated [13] [14] [15] [16] [17]. Different from the literature,
we address the survivable network embedding (SNE) problem from a network flow perspective
under two different cases: the case with non-splitable network flows and splitable network flows.
In the former case, a virtual link can only be mapped to one substrate path while the latter cases
allows the mapping of one virtual link to multiple substrate paths. Our extensively evaluation also
reviews the tradeoff in terms of QoS and resource usages between these two cases.
Finally, the explosive growth of the Internet traffic clearly calls for the support of a bandwidth-
abundant and energy-efficient optical substrate [18] [19]. Ideally, a virtualized optical substrate can
provide any-to-any bandwidth-abundant connectivity for the service layer in network virtualization
in an elastic, agile and automated manner with effective abstraction, partition/aggregation of optical
resources. However, the heterogeneities of optical resources, and the analog feature of optical
6transmission add extra dimensions of complexity to the VNE problem. In this dissertation, we
present a holistic view of motivation and architecture, and explicitly assess challenges on the way
towards a virtualized optical substrate that supports network virtualization.
Overall, this dissertation addresses key challenges in network virtualization, and can serve as a
basis for enabling a virtualized future Internet when combined together. The rest of this dissertation
is organized as follows. In Part 2, we present important concepts, architectures and key enabling
technologies in network virtualization. Related literature studies on VNE and SNE problems are
comprehensively reviewed and discussed. Part 3 presents the branch and bound framework for
VNE based on a path-based ILP model. In Part 4, an optimal framework based on the Divide
and Conquer or decomposition strategy is presented for the VNE problem. We present our recent
research results for the SNE problem in Part 5. In Part 6, optical-based network virtualization is
discussed and studied. Finally, in Part 7, we conclude this paper, and discuss a few open problems
in network virtualization that will possible be our focus of future work.
7PART 2
NETWORK VIRTUALIZATION: BASIC CONCEPTS
In this chapter, we introduce the basic concept of network virtualization, and discuss the moti-
vation for a virtualized future Internet. We also review related work in virtual network embedding,
survivable network embedding, and optical-based network virtualization.
2.1 What is Network Virtualization?
The IT industry is experiencing an era of virtualization where software, platform, infrastruc-
ture, (or anything), are all abstracted and virtualized as services, enabling a pay-as-you-go busi-
ness model. The major driver of this revolution is the resulted cost savings, management overhead
reduction, as well as increased adaptability. Built upon these technologies, network virtualization
reaps the advancement from both the node virtualization (e.g., Xen [6]) and link virtualization (e.g.,
OpenFlow [7]) to support the abstraction of networking resource usage as an integrated virtual or
logical network.
In the literature, various definitions of Network Virtualization from different perspectives have
been given. In this dissertation, we adapt a comparatively generic definition based on [20].
Definition: Network Virtualization is any form of partition or aggregation on a group of
network resources, through which each user has a unique, separate view of the network. Particu-
larly, network resources can be fundamental (nodes, links) or derived (topologies), which can be
virtualized recursively.
From a business perspective, network virtualization entails a new model that decouples the
traditional Internet service providers (ISPs) into two relatively independent roles: the service
providers (SPs) and the infrastructure providers (InPs). The SPs lease resources from one or
multiple InPs to provide end-to-end services to users (including common customers and/or other
8service providers) by programming allocated network resources to create/deploy virtual networks.
The InPs possess and manage the underlying physical network resources, and provide resources to
different services providers through programmable interfaces.
A deeper understanding of network virtualization can be realized through two important con-
cepts: recursion and revisitation. First, a virtual network can be provided as service/resource to
another virtual network, which is know as recursion or nesting. The features of the virtual net-
work (parent virtual network) provided to another virtual network (child virtual network) can be
inherited by its descendent. Second, revisitation happens when multiple virtual nodes of a single
virtual network are allowed to be hosted by the same physical node. In a network virtualization
environment, multiple virtual networks (requests/services) from different or the same SPs can co-
exist. Figure 2.1 [1] shows an example of a network virtualization environment. In this example,
two virtual networks VN1 and VN2 created by service provider SP1 and SP2 are two independent
services to the users U1, U2, and U3. This is achieved by utilizing the physical network resources
from the substrate network provided by InP1 and InP2 through partition or aggregation. Note that
recursion happens between VN1 and VN2, thereinto, VN1 is the parent virtual network, while VN2
is the child. Revisitation exists since two virtual nodes in VN2 are mapped to the same substrate
node provided by InP1.
Finally, as network virtualization creates an extra layer of virtual network. It is a fundamental
problem that how to map and instantiate the virtual network to the substrate network while respect-
ing the physical resource limitations. This problem is known as the Virtual Network Embedding
problem.
2.2 Why Do We Need Network Virtualization?
The major motivation of network virtualization is to address the impasse of the current Inter-
net. To clearly understand that why network virtualization is introduced: (i) what is the cause of
Internet ossification? (ii) Why can network virtualization address this impasse?
The fundamental causes of Internet stagnation lies on two facts. First, the stakeholders (i.e.,
ISPs such as Verizon, Sprint, owners of physical network infrastructure) have no economic incen-
9InP1
InP2
Virtual Network 1 
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Virtual Network 2 
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Figure 2.1. Network Virtualization Environment [1]
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tive to adopt revolutionary technologies, given the potential risk and considerable CAPEX/OPE
cost. Second, due to the design of the current Internet, employment of new technologies call-
s for agreement and coordination among multiple parties (e.g., technology innovators, hardware
manufacturers, and ISPs), which, however, is difficult to achieve in reality.
The introduction of network virtualization can remove these barriers with the idea of creating
a layer of abstraction through decoupling the traditional ISPs into the Infrastructure Providers
(InPs), and the Service Providers (SPs) [2] [3] [4] [5]. After the decoupling, the SPs possess
a virtualized view of the underlying network infrastructure and thus enjoy architecture-oblivious
freedom of adopting revolutionary technologies [1] [4] [5]. Likewise, the InPs can transparently
advance the physical network without service disruptions rippled to the SPs.
Finally, note that although network virtualization brings unprecedented flexibility for SPs
and InPs to embrace revolutionary technologies, it is challenging to address the virtual network
embedding problem.
2.3 Related Work
In this section, we review the recent advancements in network virtualization. As this disser-
tation is mainly related to three lines of research: virtual network embedding, survivable virtual
network embedding, and optical network virtualization, we focus on the respective historic work.
2.3.1 Virtual Network Embedding
Virtual network embedding (VNE) process consists of two major components: node assign-
ment, which is the mapping of the virtual node (with computational capacity requirement) to the
substrate node; and link mapping, which is the mapping of the virtual link (with bandwidth ca-
pacity requirement) to the substrate path(s). VNE problem can be proven to be NP-Complete by
simply showing that the node assignment problem alone is NP-Complete [8].
Given its NP-Completeness, VNE problem is normally reduced to integer linear programming
(ILP) formulations. The optimal solution then can be obtained by solving the ILP formulations
with ILP solvers (e.g., CPLEX [21], GLPK [22]). ILP-based solution, however, is intractable for
11
large problem instances. For large scale instances or cases that timely VNE solution is needed,
a alternative approach is to solve the relaxation of the optimal ILP model or seek heuristics or
meta-heuristics. Therefore, we classify existing VNE approaches into four categories: optimal
ILP solutions, ILP-based relaxations, heuristics, meta-heuristics, as shown in Table 2.1.
As shown in Table 2.1, a representative VNE ILP model is the link-based ILP model proposed
in [9]. In this dissertation, we present a Path-based formulation for the VNE problem. On the
one hand, path-based formulation generally possesses less number of variables than that of link-
based ILP. On the other hand, as to be shown later, path-based ILP model lead to a simple and
straightforward relaxation approach by limiting the path space to a selected set of paths.
Table 2.1. Four Types of VNE solutions
VNE Solution Representative Work Characteristics
Optimal ILP Solution Link-based ILP [9] intractable for large instances
ILP-based Relaxation Rounding [9] non-optimal, and no quality guarantee
Heuristics [10] [23] non-optimal, and no quality guarantee
Metaheuristics [24] [25] not optimal
Heuristic VNE solutions can be further classified as one-shot or two-step VNE approaches.
In the former, the node assignment and link mapping are done in a coordinated manner or the
same stage. For instance, as VNE process shares similar structure of sub-graph isomorphism, the
authors of [10] present a backtracking approach based on a revised version of a subgraph isomerism
scheme which handles node mapping and link mapping at the same stage. As the VNE process
consists of two major components (node mapping and link mapping), a straightforward approach
is to adopt a divide-and-conquer strategy that separates the node assignment and link mapping. In
the first stage, all the node mapping are decided and fixed. In the second stage, based on the nodes
in the prior stage, the link mapping is realized (e.g, as an instance of the multi-commodity network
flow problem). A representative work that adopts this strategy is [23]. In this work, topology
attributes are taken into account to rank the importance of each node. After calculating the the
rank (importance) of the virtual and substrate nodes, each virtual node is sequentially mapped to
the substrate node, both following the order of rank. After the node mapping is completed, link
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mapping is done by applying a shortest path algorithm or a multi-commodity flow algorithm due to
whether path splitting is allowed. With a divide-and-conquer approach, it is inexorable, however, to
sacrifice the solution quality since the node assignment decision is not holistic and not-reversible.
We hence are motivated by the following question: Is it possible to maintain the simplicity of the
divide-and-conquer strategy while still achieving optimality for the VNE problem? We answers
this question with an intelligent decomposition framework supported by the Primal-Dual analysis
of the proposed path-based ILP model.
Similar to regular heuristics, Metaheuristic solutions are not optimal as shown in Table 2.1.
For Instance, [24] proposed an Ant-Colony-based algorithm to solve the VNE process where arti-
ficial ants are employed to explore the possible solution space. In [25], another population-based
approach, namely particle swarm optimization, are proposed to address VNE via the evolution
process of particles.
2.3.2 Survivable Virtual Network Embedding
With network virtualization gaining momentum, the concept of survivable network virtual-
ization attracts considerable attention recently. Firstly, we classify the possible failures in network
virtualization context into four categories as shown in Fig. 2.2. Note that a substrate node can be
either a switching node which simply transits traffic flow, or a facility node which provide comput-
ing and/or storage capacities. Likewise, the substrate links can be access links (i.e, links between
a switch and facility node) or transport links (i.e., links between switches nodes). By default, it
is generally the focus to study the failure of the latter case. Figure 2.2 (a) shows an example of
facility node failures. In this case, all the virtual nodes hosted by the failed substrate nodes are
impacted. Figure 2.2 (c) contains an example for both access link and transport link failure, re-
spectively. Figure 2.2 (b) shows the failure of a switch node. In this case, the attached facility node
is logically removed from the network. Finally, Figure 2.2 (d) shows an example of reginal failure
(e.g., due to earthquake) that affects a group of nodes and links.
The concept of survivable networking embedding was firstly introduced in [13], which fo-
cused on the protection of single link failure. Following that, various types of failure scenar-
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Figure 2.2. Different Failure Types
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ios, including single link, single facility node and single regional failure have been investigat-
ed [15], [16], [17], [26]. The authors of [15] studied the protection of single regional failures in
network virtualization. The basic idea of their approach is to re-map the virtual network for each
regional failure assuming that the number of distinct regional failures are finite. This re-mapping
process is done on the induced substrate networks where the links and nodes affected by the given
regional failure are removed and hence result in a resilient mapping against the failure. In [16],
the authors proposed a two-step method to enable the network survivability against the single fa-
cility node failure (i.e., the node with computing capability, which differs from the switch node
that impacts the network connectivity). In the first step, an auxiliary graph of the virtual network
is constructed, which can embed the network survivability by incorporating redundant nodes or
links. For instance, to protect the failure of virtual node i, a backup node is added to the virtual
network, say j, to replace i after the failure. Note that under the single failure assumption, node
j can also be used to protect the failure of other virtual nodes for resource sharing. In the second
step, the auxiliary graph is mapped to the substrate network (using existing mapping algorithms).
The advantage of the two-step approach is the transparency of the protection process to the InPs.
Another instance of the two-step method appeared in the study of [17]. Different from [16], the
authors managed to further reduce the allocated backup resources with a failure-dependent strate-
gy. Specifically, when Node i fails, the role of Node i may be replaced by any other nodes after a
rearrangement of all the nodes (including the backup node(s)). This strategy is novel and interest-
ing, however, it may not be practically applicable due to the large amount of possible migrations of
working nodes/links. For a more detailed classification and discussion on various types of failures
in network virtualization, one can refer to [27] and the references therein.
In general, we can classify the strategies of enabling survivability in virtualization into two
categories. The first one is to provide protection at the physical network tier (i.e., for the switch
nodes and links), which, fundamentally, has no difference with the protection schemes adopted in
traditional networks. The second is based on the enhancement of the virtual network, where the
facility node failure has to be carefully addressed. Among various node failure scenarios, in this
dissertation, we target on enabling survivability under single facility node failure. Different from
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the existing work, in Part 5 we present a joint optimal model for the allocation of both active and
backup resources, where both splittable and non-splittable mapping are taken into account.
2.3.3 Optical Virtualization
Optical networks are widely known for the high bandwidth and energy efficiency [18], [19].
The explosive growth of the Internet traffic clearly calls for the support of a bandwidth-abundant
optical substrate [28]. To enable bandwidth-hungry application of the future Internet, optical net-
work should be virtualized via abstraction, partition/aggregation of optical resources, and provide
any-to-any bandwidth-abundant connectivity for the service layer of network virtualization in an
elastic, agile and automated manner. At the same time, however, challenges including the het-
erogeneities of optical resources, and the physical constraints of optical transmission bring extra
dimensions of complexity to the VNE problem.
In the literature, the idea of optical virtualization was initially introduced in [29]. It is shown
in [29] that when automated optical path provisioning, segmentation/aggregation of network re-
sources, and optical network resource management/coordination are all feasible, optical networks
can be virtualized to provide stronger and smarter support to the upper layer. The authors of [30],
from a practical viewpoint, discussed virtualization associated with major optical enabling tech-
nologies, devices, architectures. Specifically, the resource partition and aggregation for various
optical resources including switch ports and link capacity are all investigated. With a virtualized
optical network, various applications can benefit from the huge optical bandwidth, including data
center and cloud computing applications, which is discussed in [31]. Recently, the authors of [32]
studied the RWA problem in a virtualization context. Different from above work, in this disser-
tation, we introduce the concept of Connectivity as a Service, and investigate the integration of
above two trends. Moreover, we present a holistic view of the motivations, architecture, and ex-
plicitly assess challenges on the way towards a virtualized optical substrate that supports network
virtualization.
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PART 3
THE OPTIMAL PATH-BASED FRAMEWORK FOR VNE
Given the NP-Completeness of the VNE problem, existing optimal solution for VNE is based
on the link-based Integer Linear Programming (ILP). Related relaxation approaches are also de-
veloped based on the rounding of the ILP model. As discussed earlier, the first suffers from the
extensive computational time of the ILP solver in practice, while the latter cannot provide a near-
optimal solution with guarantee on closeness to the optimality. In this chapter, we fill these gaps
by presenting a path-based Integer Linear Programming (ILP) model for virtual network embed-
ding problem. We also discuss the importance of the location-awareness in network virtualizaition,
which is incorporated in our model. Based on a compact path-based ILP model, our overall idea is
to employ a branch and bound framework [33] to resolve the integrity constraints, while embed-
ding the column generation process [34] to effectively obtain the lower bound for branch pruning.
The sections hereafter are organized as follows. We first introduce the importance of location
information in network design in Section 3.1. We present the network model and the formal prob-
lem definition in Section 3.2. Then the path-based ILP model is presented in Section 3.3. Section
3.4 and Section 3.5 describe the column generation approach and the branch-and-bound frame-
work respectively. The proposed framework is evaluated and analyzed in Section 3.6. Finally, we
conclude this chapter in Section 3.7.
3.1 Location-awareness in Virtual Network Embedding
In network design, the location constraint is critical and can significantly affect the system
performance. In the following, we discuss the impact of link location, node location information
in network virtualization.
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3.1.1 The Impact of the Link Location Information
With virtual network embedding, a virtual link is mapped to path(s) between the two substrate
nodes where the respective two virtual ends reside. The link location information thus can be
captured by the end-to-end propagation delay (i.e., latency) of the mapped path, which can be
reflected in our model.
User
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Chicago Montgomery
Atlanta, GA
Athens, GA
Seattle
 Georgia 
Virtual node
MappingVirtual link
Substrate link Cloud service
Substrate node
Figure 3.1. Possible Location Requirements in Network Virtualization
3.1.2 The Impact of Node Location Information
In virtual network embedding, a virtual node is hosted by a substrate node that has sufficient
computing capacity. We illustrate a few scenarios where the location constraint plays a vital role
in Fig. 3.1. In the first scenario, the service level agreement (SLA) may force the SP to place con-
straints on the location of the substrate nodes for the sake of network QoS metrics (e.g., response
time). For instance, the Cloud user located at Seattle obtains a better user experience when the
chosen computing/data center server resides in Seattle rather than Houston. Second, the location
constraints may be posed due to the geographic requirements of the SP. As shown in Fig. 3.1,
an SP headquartered in Atlanta may prefer their major computing servers located closely to the
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Atlanta area, where their major customers reside. Other than above scenarios, the location infor-
mation in resource backup is also critical and can impact the system performance to a large extent,
as elaborated in [35]. In the model presented in the next section, we also take the node location
constraint into account.
3.2 Network Model and Problem Definition
In this work, we model the virtual network as an undirected weighted graph GV = (NV , LV ),
where NV is the set of virtual nodes with computing and location requirements, and LV is the set
of virtual links with bandwidth demands (and/or latency information). The computing resource
requirement of Node a is denoted as cr(a). The bandwidth demand of a virtual link (say a − b)
reflects the bandwidth requirement between the two adjacent nodes (i.e., a and b) of the link,
denoted by br(a − b). For example, Figure 3.2(a) shows a virtual network consisting of three
virtual nodes and three virtual links, and the numbers besides the nodes and links represent the
computing and bandwidth requirements respectively. Figure 3.2(b) shows a virtual network with
only two virtual nodes and one virtual link.
(c) Substrate Network
(a) Virtual network 1
(b) Virtual network 2
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Figure 3.2. Embedding of Virtual Networks into a Substrate Network
Similarly, the substrate network is modeled as an undirected weighted graph GS = (NS , LS ),
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where NS is the set of substrate nodes, and LS is the set of substrate links. In general, one virtual
node is mapped onto one substrate node, and no two virtual nodes from the same virtual network
can share the same substrate node [9]. In addition, one virtual link is mapped to path(s) between
the two substrate nodes which hold the two virtual nodes of this virtual link. Figure 3.2(c) shows
one possible mapping scenario of the two virtual networks onto a substrate network which consists
of five substrate nodes, connected by seven substrate links. The numbers besides the nodes and
links in Figure 3.2(c) represent the node and link capacities respectively.
Without loss of generality, we model the location constraint as a mapping l : NV → NS . For a
given virtual node, this mapping obtains all the substrate nodes that satisfy the location constraint.
For instance, the location constraint of virtual node a may be denoted by a triple lr(a) = (xa, ya,
rada), where the coordinate (xa, ya) is the center (e.g., the headquarter of a company) of a circle,
and rada is the maximum allowable distance from the center. Then the mapping l returns all the
substrate nodes located within the above circle. We now formally define the location-aware Virtual
Network Embedding problem (VNE) as an decision problem as follows.
Definition: VNE Problem - Given virtual network GV = (NV , LV ), and substrate network GS
= (NS , LS ), can the virtual network be mapped to the substrate network while satisfying the follow
requirements: (i) for each virtual node/link, it is mapped to the substrate network meeting the
capacity/bandwidth constraint; (ii) for each virtual node/link, it is mapped to the substrate network
meeting the location constraint.
To facilitate the ILP modeling in the next section, we view the virtual network embedding
process as a multi-commodity flow problem (i.e., one commodity per virtual link). This is achieved
with constructing the auxiliary graph (AUG) that couples the virtual and the substrate networks as
shown in Fig. 5.2. In specific, for each virtual node (e.g., Node a in Fig. 3.2(a)), we connect it to
a group of substrate network nodes (e.g., Node 1, 2 for virtual node a in Fig. 5.2) which satisfies
the node capacity constraint (i.e., cr(a) ≤ cc(1), and cr(a) ≤ cc(2)), and the location constraint
(i.e., Node 1 ∈ l(a), and Node 2 ∈ l(a)). The set of the coupling links is denoted as AE. With this
construction, a feasible flow between two virtual nodes of the auxiliary graph (e.g., Node a and b
in Fig. 5.2) then maps the virtual link a − b of Fig. 3.2(a).
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Figure 3.3. The Auxiliary Graph for the VNE Modeling
3.3 Path-based ILP Formulation for Virtual Network Embedding
In this section, we present the path-based Integer Linear Programming (ILP) model for the
location-aware virtual network embedding problem. We refer to this model as the P-VNE model,
with notations described in the table below.
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fp: the flow on Path p, fp ≥ 0;
Cp: the per unit flow cost of Path p;
XI,i: 1 if virtual node I is mapped on to the physical node i, 0 otherwise;
µe: the bandwidth capacity of physical link e;
Pk: the set of paths for virtual link (or Commodity) k;
rk: the bandwidth requirement of virtual link (or Commodity) k;
δp,(I,i): 1 if link (I, i) is in Path p, 0 otherwise;
DI: the total bandwidth requirement of all incident virtual links of virtual
node I;
ce: the per unit flow cost of Link e;
Ek: The set of (two) end nodes of Commodity k;
P: the set of all paths for all the commodities.
In this model, the objective is to minimize the overall cost of the flow, as shown in Eq. (6.1),
where Cp is the per unit flow cost of path p, and Cp =
∑
e∈p ce. Note that when we let ce = late∀e
(where late is the latency of the link e), the objective will be minimizing the overall latency. Alter-
natively, one can set ce = 1∀e, then the objective is equivalent to the minimization of the overall
allocated resources. In this work, the node resources are excluded in the objective since the con-
sumed node resources are fixed under any mapping.
min(
∑
p∈P
Cp fp) (3.1)
The constraint shown in Eq. (3.2) ensures that the allocated resources upon each physical link
is limited within the capacity bound.
∑
p:e∈p
fp ≤ µe,∀e ∈ LS (3.2)
To ensure that all the commodities (i.e., virtual links) are accommodated, the aggregated flow
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over all the paths of each commodity should be equal to the demand size of the commodity, which
is reflected in Eq. (3.3).
∑
p∈Pk
fp = rk,∀k (3.3)
The constraints shown in Eq. (3.4) and Eq. (3.5) achieve the node mapping. In specific, Eq.
(3.4) guarantees that no more than one virtual node resides in the same substrate node, while Eq.
(3.5) ensures that each virtual node is mapped to exactly one substrate node.
∑
I:(I,i)∈AE
XI,i ≤ 1,∀i ∈ NS (3.4)
∑
i:(I,i)∈AE
XI,i = 1,∀I ∈ NV (3.5)
Finally, a non-zero path flow passes through the auxiliary link (I, i) only when virtual node
I is mapped onto physical node i, which is ensured by Eq. (3.6), where DI = ∑k:I∈Ek rk. When
XI,i = 0, no path flow can exist on the auxiliary link (I, i).
∑
p∈Pk
δp,(I,i) fp ≤ XI,iDI ,∀(I, i) ∈ AUG, I ∈ NV , i ∈ NS , (I, i) ∈ AE (3.6)
It worth noting that: first, the size of the set P ( = ∪kPk) can be exponential; second, not all
the paths over the auxiliary graph can be included in the set P. For instance, for the commodity
between node-pair (a, b) in Fig. 5.2, one cannot adopt the path going through other virtual nodes
(e.g., the path a-1-5-c-4-3-b passing virtual node a). We name the path for a given node-pair that
only going through substrate nodes (except the source and the sink node) as a legitimate path. In
the formulation, we hence have to ensure all the paths in P are legitimate paths.
To deal with the first issue, we have two approaches in practice. In both ways, we firstly limit
the number of chosen paths P′ (⊂ P). The resulted formulation is referred to as P-VNE’. One way
is to directly solve the relaxed P-VNE’ problem at the expense of the optimality. The other way, is
to resort to the column generation approach and the branch and bound framework, as elaborated
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in the next sections. To tackle the second issue, we will show in the next section how to guarantee
chosen paths are always legitimate.
3.4 Column Generation for The LP-VNE Formulation
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Figure 3.4. Path Set Growth Process
In this section, we present a column generation-based approach to solve the linear relaxation
of the P-VNE problem, namely LP-VNE, which will serve as a building block for the branch and
bound framework in the next section.
The idea of column generation is illustrated in Fig. 3.4. Although the set of all paths P can be
exponential, the size of the path set that lead to the optimal solution to the LP-VNE problem (i.e.,
PO) is limited. Hence, one can start with a small set of paths P′ in Fig. 3.4(a), and incrementally
incorporate new paths as in Fig. 3.4(b) until the optimal path set is contained as in Fig. 3.4(c) .
In the process of path growth, there are two key decisions have to be made in each iteration: (i).
Does the current path set P′ contain PO already (i.e., Fig. 3.4(c))? (ii) If not, which path should
be included to further grow P′ (i.e., Fig. 3.4(b))? We will resort to the primal-dual framework to
address these two questions.
The dual of the LP-VNE problem, namely D-LP-VNE is presented below, including Eq.
(4.5), Eq. (4.6), Eq. (3.9), Eq. (3.10). The variables ye, λk, vi, wI and piI,i are the dual variables for
the constraints of Eq. (3.2), Eq. (3.3), Eq. (3.4), Eq. (3.5) and Eq. (3.6), respectively. Particularly,
the path reduced cost is reflected in Eq. (3.11) after a transformation of Eq. (4.6).
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max(
∑
k
rkλk −
∑
e
µeye +
∑
I
wI −
∑
i
vi) (3.7)
−
∑
e∈p
ye + λk −
∑
(I,i)∈p
piI,i ≤ Cp,∀p (3.8)
wI − vi + DIpiI,i ≤ 0,∀(I, i) ∈ AE (3.9)
ye, vi,piI,i ≥ 0, λk,wI, unrestricted (3.10)
∑
e∈p
(ye + ce) +
∑
(I,i)∈p
piI,i − λk ≥ 0,∀p ∈ Pk,∀k (3.11)
We note that a feasible solution < f ′p >p∈P′ for LP-VNE’ yields a feasible solution < fp >p∈P
for LP-VNE by setting fp = f ′p for p ∈ P′, and fp = 0 for p ∈ P ∩ ¯P′. Since P′ ⊂ P, the value of
the optimal solution of OPT(LP-VNE’) is no less than that of LP-VNE (i.e., OPT(LP-VNE’) ≥
OPT(LP-VNE)). In addition, due to the LP duality, we have the equivalent objective value when
solving the primal and the dual problem optimally. Consequently, we have the relations among the
objectives of above problems as summarized in Eq. (3.12), which will be used below to answer
the first key question.
OPT(D-LP-VNE’) = OPT(LP-VNE’) ≥ OPT(LP-VNE) = OPT(D-LP-VNE) (3.12)
Before we present the exact column generation process, we firstly prove that the LP-VNE
problem can be solved in polynomial time, as shown in Theorem 1 (although potentially there
exists exponential number of paths). This fact can be established by showing that the dual of the
LP-VNE, i.e., D-LP-VNE has a polynomial time separation oracle, which can take a given can-
didate solution and either confirm the feasibility or find a violated constraint in polynomial time.
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Figure 3.5. The Induced AUG for Node-pair (a, b)
This feature in turn indicates that the LP relaxation can be solved in polynomial time using the
Ellipsoid algorithm [36] [37].
Theorem 1: The LP-VNE can be solved in polynomial time.
Proof: Equivalently, we show the existence of a polynomial time separation oracle. Clearly,
Eq. (3.9) can be verified in polynomial time. We then only need to address Eq. (3.11). Given the
dual variable pi, y, and the cost c, one can construct an auxiliary graph with the edge cost (y + c)
for the substrate links, and pi for the links between the virtual nodes and the substrate nodes. Then
running the shortest path algorithm for each commodity (say k), and compare the weight of the
shortest path with the value of the dual variable λk. If the weight < λk, the corresponding con-
straint is violated. If the shortest path of each commodity has the weight ≥ the respective value of
dual variable λ, then the given dual solution is feasible. 
The column generation process addresses the first key question on new path selection by i-
dentifying paths (as the separation oracle) that cause the dual D-LP-VNE infeasible (i.e., with
negative reduced cost). When no paths with negative reduced cost can be added to D-LP-
VNE’, we have OPT(D-LP-VNE’) = OPT(D-LP-VNE). This conclusion guarantees that
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OPT(LP-VNE’) = OPT(LP-VNE) based on Eq. (3.12), which indicates the optimality of the
current path set P′, and answers the first key question. In addition, to ensure that all the paths
are legitimate paths, we construct the induced AUG for each commodity where all the other vir-
tual nodes are isolated. For instance, when computing the shortest path for the node-pair (a, b),
the virtual node c is disconnected in the corresponding subgraph shown in Fig. 3.5. In this way,
one can guarantee the shortest path found on the subgraph is always legitimate for the respective
commodity. The detailed column generation process is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Column Generation for LP-VNE
1: repeat
2: Solve the LP-VNE’ with the current P′
3: Obtain the dual variable pi, λ, and y
4: Assign y + c as the edge weight of the substrate network
5: Assign pi as the weight of the auxiliary edges between the virtual node and the substrate
node
6: for all Commodity k of the virtual edge do
7: Over the induced AUG of Commodity k, find a shortest sk -dk path, and let the weight of
the selected path p be Cp
8: if Cp < λk then
9: P′ ← P′ ∪ p
10: end if
11: end for
12: until No path has been added in the current iteration
Specifically, Algorithm 1 starts with solving the linear relaxation LP-VNE’1, and obtain the
dual variable in lines 2-3. The obtained values y + c, and pi are used as the link weight for the
auxiliary graph in lines 4-5. Now, to find a path with negative reduced cost, we can run the shortest
path algorithm on the auxiliary graph between the source and the destination of the commodity
(i.e., sk, dk), and compare the obtained shortest path cost (i.e.,∑e∈p (ye + ce) ) with the dual variable
associated with the commodity of this path, i.e., λk. This process is repeated until no more path
with negative reduced cost are found. In other words, no other path can increase the objective of
the dual, and hence the optimality is established. Finally, the column generation process can be
1This can be done with ILP solver such as ILOG CPLEX [21].
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embedded into the branch and bound framework [34] to prune the solution space and efficiently
obtain the optimal solution for the VNE problem, which is further elaborated in the next section.
3.5 A Branch and Bound Framework for Optimal Virtual Network Embedding
Since the given P-VNE’ (and P-VNE) contains binary variables, we rely on a branch and
bound framework to address the integrity, and embed the column generation (CG) process to effi-
ciently resolve the LP-VNE’ problem for bounding. In the following, we first analyze the structure
of the P-VNE formulation to facilitate branch pruning, and then present the detailed branch and
bound framework.
3.5.1 Pruning based on the Structure of the P-VNE Formulation
The proposed ILP formulation contains boolean decision variable XI,i. For each virtual node
I, each substrate node i (with XI,i ∈ AE) can lead to a branch for probing. Due to the structure of
Eq. (3.4) and Eq. (3.5), one can significantly prune a large number of branches. For instance, in
Fig. 3.6, when Xa,2 = 1, then the decision variable Xa,1 can be pruned as Xa,1 must be 0 due to Eq.
(3.5). We name this type of pruning as Type I pruning. In addition, when Xa,2 = 1, the decision
variable Xb,2 can be pruned in Fig 3.6 as it must be 0 due to Eq. (3.4). We name this type of pruning
as Type II pruning. In general, once we chose the branch variable XV,s = 1, we can prune all the
branches for XV,i, i , s, (V, i) ∈ AE using Type I pruning, and XI,s, I , V, (I, s) ∈ AE with Type II
pruning. Moreover, we resort to another way of pruning based the lower bound obtained from the
column generation process, which is further discussed below.
3.5.2 The Branch and Bound Algorithm
The detailed framework is presented in Algorithm 2. In this branch and bound process, we
maintain and update the best feasible solution and objective of the P-VNE (i.e., the upper bound),
while branching on the integer variable XI,i for each virtual node I. Since the branch probing is
done for each virtual node, the Type I pruning (Due to Eq. (3.5)) is implicitly applied (e.g., Line 4
of Algorithm 2). The Type II pruning enabled by Eq. (3.4) is achieved in Line 16. Specifically, if
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Algorithm 2 Branch and Bound Algorithm for Virtual Network Embedding
1: Use a greedy algorithm to obtain an initial solution, namely sc, assume that the associated
object value is vc
2: Solve the LP-VNE problem using CG, and let LB equal to the solution objective
3: Sort all the virtual nodes according to the node-degree in the auxiliary graph non-decreasingly,
and name the resulted node set as S I={I1, I2, ..., In}, n = |NV |
4: Push {(XI1, j, 1)} to the stack for all the j ∈ NS and (I1, j) ∈ AE
5: repeat
6: Pop the stack, and update the active branch variable for each virtual node if exists
7: if No more branch variable then
8: Solve the resulted LP program using CG, assume that the resulted solution is sb with
objective value vb
9: if vb < vc then
10: vc ← vb
11: sc ← sb
12: end if
13: Continue
14: end if
15: Based on the order in S I, decide the current branch variable, say Ii
16: for each branch variable of Ii (after Type II pruning decision), say XIi, j ( j ∈ NS and (Ii, j) ∈
AE) do
17: Solve the LP-VNE using CG (after applying all the branch variable currently active: I1-
Ii), assume that the resulted solution is sb with objective value vb
18: if Case I: None feasible solution found then
19: Continue
20: else
21: if Case II: vb > vc then
22: Continue
23: end if
24: else
25: if Case III: vb < vc and sb includes a binary assignment for Variable X then
26: vc ← vb
27: sc ← sb
28: end if
29: if Case IV: vb < vc and sb does not include a binary assignment for Variable X then
30: Push (XIi, j, 1) to the stack
31: end if
32: end if
33: end for
34: until Stopping Criteria is Reached
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Figure 3.6. Example for Branch Variable and Pruned Variable
any virtual node with a higher order (than the current virtual node Ii) has been mapped to substrate
node j (i.e., ∃XA, j = 1, A = 1, 2, ..., i−1), the branch XIi, j is disabled. Line 7 to 14 deals with the case
that all the virtual nodes have a determined assignment, thus resulting a Linear Programming (LP)
problem and no more probing is needed. Moreover, the column generation process is embedded
to resolve the LP-VNE problem, which produces the lower bound for the corresponding P-VNE
problem. The lower bound can help in pruning two types of branches: (i) that has no feasible
solution (i.e., Case I in Line 18); (ii) that has the objective value greater than the solution found
so-far (i.e., Case II in Line 21). We refer to above pruning as Type III pruning. For Case III in
Line 25, we obtain a feasible solution to the P-VNE, thus the best solution and objective value can
be directly updated. For Case IV where the LP-VNE problem returns a solution smaller than the
current best solution, further probing is proceeded.
3.5.3 Stopping Criteria and Time Complexity
The above framework can achieve optimal virtual network embedding when the stopping
criteria is Empty of the Stack. Theoretically, this criteria can lead to exponential time complexity.
Due to the pruning discussed above, however, the computational time can be significantly reduced
in practice. Given the need for a fast algorithm in cases such as on-line virtual network embedding,
above framework can incorporate another stopping criteria as (vc − LB)/LB ≤ ǫ where vc is the
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best solution so far (i.e., the upper bound), and ǫ is a tunable number. When ǫ is small, the probing
process terminates when a solution with the expected quality is found. Note that the quality of the
solution is guaranteed to be within (1 + ǫ)OPT for each problem instance. Another merit of this
criteria is the flexibility in trade-offing computational time and solution quality via tuning the value
of ǫ.
3.6 Performance Evaluation and Analysis
In this section, we evaluate the proposed scheme and compare the performance with other ap-
proaches. We are interested in three metrics: the computational time, the optimality of the results,
and the request blocking probability in on-line VNE. We randomly generate the virtual network re-
quest with number of nodes ranging in [2, 10]. The size of the substrate network falls in the range
of [10, 50]. Similar to [9], both the virtual and substrate network average connectivity is 50%.
The bandwidth/computational requirement of the virtual network link/node is randomly generated
within [1, 20], while the link/node capacity of the substrate network is randomly generated within
[1, 50]. The location constraint is also randomly generated to ensure that each virtual node has at
least 2 substrate nodes that can be mapped to. Multiple thousands of the instances are simulated
and the average performance is reported below.
3.6.1 Computational Time
Figure 3.7 presents the running time (in seconds) comparison among various approaches. The
Link-based ILP is the formulation adapted from [9]. P-VNE refers to the optimal solution obtained
with the approach proposed in this work. P-VNE’(k=n) refers to the path-based formulation with
relaxed path variables, where k specifies the number of shortest paths for each commodity provided
as the input. P-VNE (ǫ = n%) refers to the proposed branch and bound scheme with the parameter
ǫ = n%.
From Fig. 3.7, one can see that among all the approaches, the Link-based ILP consumes
the most computational time. The proposed P-VNE scheme can equivalently obtain the optimal
result with reduced computational time. When limiting the value of k, one can significantly reduce
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the time. However, this is at the expense of the optimality. Particularly, when k is too small
(e.g., k = 1), one may not obtain a feasible solution due to the limited path searching space.
The approaches of P-VNE (ǫ = 10%), and P-VNE (ǫ = 5%), interestingly, can reduce the time
complexity with guaranteed performance sacrifice (i.e., within (1 + 10%), and (1 + 5%) of the
optimal solution, respectively), thus they can be more preferable in practice. In the next, we will
look at the objective optimality comparison for above approaches to further understand the time-
optimality tradeoff.
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Figure 3.7. The Comparison of Computational Time
3.6.2 Objective Optimality
To compare the total consumed resources, we set ce = 1,∀e assuming that all the resources
have the same unit price. The comparison results are show in Fig. 4.3, where the X-axle is the size
of the virtual network, and the Y-axle shows the objective value (i.e., total consumed resources)
after solving the VNE problem using different approaches. In all the cases, we set the size of the
substrate network to be 50. From Fig. 4.3, clearly, both the Link-based ILP and P-VNE approaches
can obtain the optimal objective value in all the cases. The P-VNE (ǫ = 10%) and P-VNE (ǫ = 5%)
can obtain near-optimal solution in all cases within (1 + 10%), (1 + 5%) of the optimal objective
value, respectively. For the approach of P-VNE’ with various k, one can see that increasing k
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clearly improves the performance, but the increase from k = 2 to k = 3 is more evident than that
of from k = 1 to k = 2.
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Figure 3.8. The Comparison of the Consumed Resources
3.6.3 Request Blocking Probability
In on-line virtual network embedding, virtual network can arrive and depart dynamically. It is
thus interesting to see the blocking probability when employing above approaches. To simulate a
dynamic traffic scenario, we assume that virtual network requests arrive as a Poisson process with
an average rate of 4 requests per 100 time units with exponentially distributed duration of 1000
time units on average. The comparison is show in Fig. 3.9, where the X-axle is the time unit of
the simulation, and the Y-axle shows the averaged blocking probability using different approaches.
Clearly, the approaches of P-VNE’ with k = 1, 2, 3, although consume less computational time
(as shown above), have more request blocking ratio compared to the rest. This is mainly due
to the limited path space when searching for resources to accommodate dynamic requests. The
Link-based ILP and ILP P-VNE outperform relaxation approaches with P-VNE (ǫ = 10%), P-VNE
(ǫ = 5%). Due to the dynamic nature of the traffic demand, however, this advantage may not
be obvious or always existing(e.g., at Time Unit 20000). Note that for on-line scheduling, the
computation time may have higher priority than the optimality. As a result, the approaches of P-
VNE (ǫ = n%) or even the P-VNE’ with k may be adopted in practice for timely decision or when
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resources are abundant.
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Figure 3.9. The Comparison of Request Blocking Probability
3.7 Remarks
In this chapter, we have presented a path-based ILP model for the VNE problem. A col-
umn generation approach incorporated into a branch-and-bound framework has been designed to
achieve an optimal solution or a near-optimal solution with quality guarantee (i.e., within 1 + ǫ
factor of the optimal solution). Our performance evaluation has shown the correctness and effec-
tiveness of our ILP model and the overall framework.
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PART 4
VNE: A DECOMPOSITION APPROACH
The VNE process generally consists of two components: the node assignment, which is the
mapping of the virtual node (with computational capacity requirement) to the substrate node; and
link mapping, which is the mapping of the virtual link (with bandwidth capacity requirement) to
the substrate path(s). In a one-shot mapping scheme such as the path-based formulation presented
in the prior chapter, these two sub-problems are resolved in a coordinated manner.
Given the nature of the VNE problem, an alternative strategy in VNE algorithm design for
relaxation and heuristics is to decompose the problem into two sequential sub-problems [38] [39]
[9] [40] [23] [41]: node assignment (NA), and link mapping (LM). The main idea is illustrated in
Fig. 4.1. Specifically, in Phase I, the node assignment (NA) is decided using a greedy policy (e.g.,
node ranking algorithm in [23]) or the rounding solution of the VNE LP-Relaxation (e.g., [9]). In
Phase II, when node assignment is fixed, the link mapping problem is reduced to a classic multi-
commodity flow problem [42]. With this approach, it is inexorable to sacrifice the solution quality
since the node assignment decision is not holistic and not-reversible.
Node Assignment Link Mapping
Fixed Node
 Assignment
Phase I Phase II
Sequential Run
Figure 4.1. Sequential Node Assignment and Link Mapping
In our study, we are motivated by the question: Is it possible to enjoy the simplicity of a
Divide-and-Conquer or Decomposition approach while maintaining the optimality (or guaranteed
near-optimality) for the VNE problem? Fortunately, we confirm that the answer is positive when
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the NA and LM sub-problems can be intelligently integrated. Our major idea is illustrated in Fig.
4.2. Specifically, we construct the NA and LM sub-problems based on the Primal-Dual analysis
of the path-based ILP model. The resulted two subproblems can feedback each other by producing
lower bound and upper bound to the original problem, respectively. Eventually, when the lower
bound and upper meet (or approach) each other, an optimal (or near-optimal) solution can be found
for the original VNE problem.
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Figure 4.2. Integration of Node Assignment and Link Mapping
The remaining part of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 presents the link
mapping sub-problem. In Section 4.2, we present the node assignment sub-problem. Section
4.3 presents the framework that incorporates the link mapping and node assignment sub-problem.
Section 4.4 reports the performance study and analysis. Finally, we conclude this chapter in Section
4.5.
4.1 The Link Mapping Sub-problem
In this section, based on above the Path-based ILP model presented in Chapter 3, we present
the link mapping sub-problem.
The link mapping sub-problem can be obtained assuming that the node assignment is already
known. In the scope of our Path-based VNE model, we can simply fix all binary variable vector XI,i
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at a given value, say ¯XI,i 1, which results in a linear programming (LP) sub-problem (LM-Primal),
as shown below. Note that since ¯XI,i is considered as a constant vector after fixing the value, the
resulting problem does not have the constraints corresponding to Eq. (3.4) and Eq. (3.5). The
resulting LM-Primal model still contains exponential number of path variables, which, however,
can be optimally resolved in polynomial time using a Column Generation approach [43]. Also
note that since we fixed the value of XI,i, the solution of the LM sub-problem serves as an upper
bound for the original problem.
min(
∑
p∈P
Cp ∗ fp) (4.1)
s.t.
∑
p:e∈p
fp ≤ µe,∀e ∈ LS (4.2)
∑
p∈Pk
fp = rk,∀k (4.3)
∑
p∈P
δp,(I,i) ∗ fp ≤ ¯XI,i ∗ DI,∀(I, i) ∈ AE, I ∈ NV , i ∈ NS (4.4)
4.2 Node Assignment (NA) Sub-problem
In this section, we further present the link mapping sub-problem based on primal-dual analysis
of the Path-based ILP model presented in Chapter 3. Note that to ensure the feedbacks between
LM and NA sub-problems, it is more complex to obtain the NA sub-problem.
We firstly obtain the dual formulation (namely LM-Dual) of the Link Mapping sub-problem,
as shown in Eq. (4.5), and Eq. (4.6). In specific, function f (θ, ¯XI,i) is used to represent the objective
of the LM-Dual formulation, where vector θ represents the dual variable ye, λk, ΠI,i, of Eq. (3.2),
Eq. (3.3), and Eq. (3.6) respectively, and ¯XI,i is the current value of node assignment vector XI,i.
1However, this vector value should ensure a valid node assignment as specified in Eq. (3.4) and Eq. (3.5).
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max f (θ, ¯XI,i) =
∑
k
rk ∗ λk −
∑
e
µe ∗ ye −
∑
I,i
ΠI,i ∗ ¯XI,i ∗ DI (4.5)
s.t.
−
∑
e∈p
ye + λk −
∑
(I,i)∈p
ΠI,i ≤ Cp,∀p (4.6)
One important feature of the LM-Dual LP formulation is that the constraints of this problem
are independent of the fixed valued of ¯XI,i. In other words, when changing XI,i at different values,
the LP problem resides in the same LP feasible region bounded by Eq. (4.6). Different value of
XI,i, hence only leads to different extreme-point solution of the feasible region [44]. Let the set of
all extreme points to be Ex, and |Ex | = J. Consequently, the LM-Dual formulation is equivalent
to the following LM-Dual-EP formulation:
max
x∈Ex
f (x, ¯XI,i) (4.7)
Due to the strong duality [44], we know that LM-Dual-EP is also equivalent to the LM-Primal
formulation, which relaxed the node assignment variable XI,i in the original VNE problem. If we
reversely allow XI,i to take any valid value in LM-Dual-EP, the resulting formulation in Eq. (4.8)
hence should lead to an optimal solution to the original VNE problem:
min
XI,i: valid NA
max
x∈Ex
f (x, XI,i) (4.8)
Since it is a min-max problem, we further transform the Eq. (4.8) into the following for-
m, namely NA-Min-Max, where Eq. (4.11), and (4.12) ensure that the solution is a valid node
assignment.
min z (4.9)
s.t.
z ≥ f (x j, XI,i),∀x j ∈ Ex, j = 1, 2, ..., J (4.10)
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∑
I∈NV
XI,i ≤ 1,∀i ∈ NS (4.11)
∑
i∈NS ,(I,i)∈AE
XI,i = 1,∀I ∈ NV (4.12)
In reality, it is impossible or time-prohibitive to obtain all the extreme points (i.e., J = |Ex |)
for Eq. (4.10). However, every time when a LM sub-problem (based on a given ¯XI,i) is solved,
one can append a new extreme point (found in the LM-Dual formulation) to the NA-Min-Max
formulation. Note that the resulting NA-Min-Max formulation with J < |Ex | can be considered
as the Node Assignment sub-problem since which relaxes the number of constraints, and produces
the solution for the node assignment (i.e., XI,i). Also, since J < |Ex |, the obtained objective is a
lower bound of the original VNE problem.
4.3 A Decomposition Framework for Virtual Network Embedding
Relying on the obtained LM and NA sub-problem, we present in this section a framework
that can generate optimal or near-optimal solution to the VNE process. The idea of this framework
is to iterate over above two sub-problems: the LM sub-problem assumes fixed node assignment,
and generates an upper bound to the original problem in each round. In addition, in each round,
it leads to a new extreme point in solving LM-Dual formulation, and in turn a new constraint for
the NA-Min-Max formulation for the NA sub-problem. Likewise, in each round, the NA sub-
problem generates a lower bound for the original VNE problem, and produces a new solution of
node assignment to feedback to the LM sub-problem. The optimality is reached when the lower
bound meets the upper bound. Above process, is very similar to the Bender’s Decomposition
approach [45], [46] where the original problem is decomposed into two sub-problems, namely
master problem, and sub-problem.
The overall process is shown in Algorithm 1. Basically, in each step, we solve the NA sub-
problem to obtain a new value for the fixed variable vector XI,i, and then solve the LM at the new
value, which further leads to a new constraint to the NA sub-problem. When LB and UB generated
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Algorithm 3 Iterative Decomposition Approach for VNE
1: Choose the first ¯XI,i for the original problem
2: Solve the LM sub-problem at ¯XI,i
3: Set the UB to the objective value of the LM sub-problem
4: LB = −∞
5: j = 0
6: while UB > LB (or UB−LBLB > ǫ) do
7: j = j + 1
8: Add z ≥ f (x j, XI,i) as a constraint to the NA problem, where x j is the new extreme point
9: Solve the new NA problem, and use its solution as the new ¯XI,i, and the objective value as
the new LB
10: Solve the LM sub-problem at ¯XI,i, use its objective value as the new UB (if < current UB),
and obtain a new extreme point by solving the LM-Dual
11: end while
in the NA and LM sub-problems meet2, the algorithm terminates with the optimal solution. More-
over, we incorporate another stopping criteria to terminate the iteration when sufficiently good
solution is found (i.e., UB−LBLB ≤ ǫ). This can reduce the computational time, while ensures that
the quality of the solution is within (1 + ǫ)OPT for each problem instance. Alternatively, one can
also limit the number of iterations with j ≤ Iter_No, where Iter_No is the maximum number of
iterations allowed. Note that there are multiple merits in our design: (i) With fixing the node as-
signment, the resulting LM sub-problem has a Linear Programming model, which can be optimally
resolved in polynomial time; (ii) Different from approaches such as Lagrange relaxation [42], our
approach always maintains feasible solutions to the original problem, and can lead to optimal so-
lution if time allows; (iii) Bearing both the upper and lower bounds, our approach supports the
flexibility for early termination with guaranteed solution quality.
4.4 Performance Evaluation and Analysis
In this section, we evaluate the proposed scheme and compare the performance with other
approaches. We randomly generate the virtual network request with number of nodes ranging in
[2, 10]. The size of the substrate network falls in the range of [10, 50]. Similar to [9], both the
2which is guaranteed to happen since the LB is increased in each iteration [45] [46].
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virtual and substrate network average connectivity is 50%. The bandwidth/computational require-
ment of the virtual network link/node is randomly generated within [1, 10], while the link/node
capacity of the substrate network is randomly generated within [1, 20]. For comparison, we adapt
the Link-based VNE formulation from [9] and refer to it as Link-ILP-OPT. The proposed Decom-
position approach can lead to the optimal solution for the original problem, when the sub-problem
is optimally solved (using column generation [43]). We refer to this approach as D-OPT. When
the stopping criteria UB−LBLB ≤ ǫ is adopted, the resulting approach is called D-Relax-ǫ. In addition,
we can directly solve the proposed Path-based ILP model selecting k-shortest paths for each com-
modity, and the resulting approach is named Path-ILP(k=n) when n shortest path are used for each
commodity.
4.4.1 The Total Resource Consumption
To compare the total consumed resources, we let ce = 1,∀e in the objective function, and
set the size of the substrate network to be 50. As shown in Fig. 4.3, the X-axis is the size of
the virtual network, while the Y-axis shows the total consumed resources after solving the VNE
problem using different approaches. Clearly, both the Link-based ILP and proposed decomposition
approach (without relaxation) can obtain the optimal value in all the cases. The relaxed decom-
position approach with ǫ = 10% leads to close to optimal solution in all cases within (1 + ǫ) of
the optimal value. For the decomposition approach with various k, one can see that increasing k
clearly improves the performance due to the increased path space for the traffic accommodation.
4.4.2 QoS Performance
One can also rely on the proposed approach to obtain a VNE solution with the best QoS
metrics. To evaluate the QoS performance, we set the ce = late, i.e., the latency of the link e,
and randomly generate the link latency within [0.1, 1](ms), and the obtained performance for all
approaches is shown in Fig. 5.11. Unsurprisingly, the least latency can be observed for the optimal
solution from the Link-based ILP model as well as the un-relaxed decomposition approach. Again,
decomposition approach with ǫ = 10% leads to near optimal solution with a guaranteed closeness
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Figure 4.3. Total Consumed Resources
to the optimal solution.
4.5 Remarks
The role decoupling of the infrastructure provider (InP) and the service provider (SP) enables
a virtualized view of the underlying network infrastructure to the SPs as well as the freedom of
adopting the technological advancement to both. At the same time, however, network virtualiza-
tion brings the overhead of solving virtual network embedding (VNE) problem. Existing VNE
approaches are either time-prohibitive or non-optimal (particulary when Divide-and-Conquer or
decomposition strategy is employed in the design). In this chapter, based on a Path-based Inte-
ger Linear Programming model, we design a novel decomposition framework to address the VNE
problem. Based on the Primal-Dual analysis of the path-based ILP model, the proposed itera-
tive process allows feedback between the Link Mapping sub-problem and the Node Assignment
sub-problem, thus leading to an optimal solution to the VNE problem or achieve a near-optimal
solution with per-instance guarantee on the closeness to the optimality in a timely manner. For the
future work, we plan to extensively evaluate the proposed approach on large instances, and extend
our idea to a survivable virtualization context.
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PART 5
SURVIVABLE NETWORK VIRTUALIZATION
With network virtualization gaining momentum, the concept of survivable network virtualiza-
tion attracts considerable attention recently. The problem of survivable virtual network embedding
(SNE) generally has to deal with failures of variety of network elements, including single link,
single facility node and single regional failure. In this chapter, we study survivable network em-
bedding with single facility node failure from a network flow viewpoint. The resulted problem,
namely survivable network embedding for single facility node failure (SNF) has the added com-
plexity of accommodating both the active and backup requests. Different from prior work, we take
both splittable and non-splittable flow mapping into account, and present a joint optimal solution
to both the working and backup resource allocation.
The remainder of this part is organized as follows. Section 5.1 presents the network model
and formal problem definition. In Section 5.2, we elaborate the network flow view of the SNF
problem, which leads to the MILP model in Section 5.3. We design Tabu-search based heuristic
algorithms for the SNF problem under splittable and non-splittable flow scenarios in Section 5.4.
Performance evaluation and analysis are given in Section 5.5. Finally, we conclude this chapter in
Section 5.6.
5.1 Network Model and Problem Definition
In this section, we present the network model, and the definition of the survivable network
embedding problem.
5.1.1 Network Model
Similar to earlier chapters, the virtual network request is denoted as an undirected weighted
graph GV = (NV , LV ), where NV is the set of virtual nodes, and LV is the set of virtual links. The
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Figure 5.1. Virtual Network and Substrate Network
computing resource requirement of a virtual node a is denoted as cr(a), while the communication
demand of a virtual link (between virtual node a and b) reflects the bandwidth requirement between
the two incident nodes (i.e., a and b) of the link, denoted by br(a, b).
The substrate network is represented by an undirected weighted graph GS = (NS , LS ), where
LS is the set of substrate links, and NS consists of two types of nodes: the facility node and
the switch node. The former is provisioned with the computing capability and hosts the virtual
node, and the latter connects facility nodes to form the substrate network. We denote the available
computing capacity of facility node I as cc(I), and the available bandwidth of a substrate link a-b
as bc(a, b). An example of virtual network and substrate network is shown in Fig. 6.5(a), and
6.5(b), respectively.
5.1.2 Splittable Mapping vs. Non-splittable Mapping
In network embedding, the virtual node is mapped to the substrate facility node with suffi-
cient computing capability. The virtual link, as a result, is mapped as the path(s) of the substrate
networks. The non-splittable link mapping restricts that one virtual link is mapped to exactly
one substrate path (with sufficient bandwidth on each hop). In contrast, in the splittable map-
ping, one virtual link can be mapped to one or multiple substrate paths (with sufficient aggregated
bandwidth). In this work, we consider both mapping strategies and comparatively study their per-
formance.
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5.1.3 Problem Definition
We focus on the protection of the single facility node failure in this dissertation. Note that the
failure of the switch node is not included in this dissertation since which can be addressed with
protection schemes adopted in traditional optical networks. We formally define the Survivable
Network embedding for single Facility node failure (SNF) problem as follows.
Definition 2: SNF Problem. Given the virtual network GV = (NV , LV ), and substrate network
GS = (NS , LS ), the SNF problem is a decision problem that determines whether it can map the
virtual network to the substrate network satisfying the following constraints: (i) for each virtual
node/link, it is mapped to the substrate network meeting the capacity/bandwidth constraint; (ii) the
virtual network is protected against any single facility node failure of the mapped substrate node.
Furthermore, we refer to the SNF problem with splittable flow as SNS problem, and the SNF
problem with non-splittable flow as SNN problem hereafter.
5.2 The Network Flow View of SNF Problem
In this section, we present our network flow view of the SNF problem, and elaborate the
resource sharing in the SNF problem.
5.2.1 Auxiliary Graph and Node Mapping
Similar to earlier chapters, we view the survivable network virtualization process as a multi-
commodity flow problem via constructing an auxiliary graph (AUG) that couples the virtual and
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the substrate networks as shown in Fig. 5.2. In specific, for each virtual node (e.g., Node a in Fig.
6.5(a)), using auxiliary edges, we connect it to a group of substrate network nodes (e.g., Node 1, 2
for virtual node a in Fig. 5.2) which satisfies the node capacity constraint (i.e., cr(a) ≤ cc(1), and
cr(a) ≤ cc(2)). In this way, the node capacity is automatically satisfied. For the virtual link, it then
can be mapped as the feasible flow(s) between two virtual nodes of the auxiliary graph. Clearly,
non-zero flow on an auxiliary edge indicates the mapping of the incident virtual node onto the
incident facility node. We denote the set of auxiliary edges as LA, and assign unbounded capacity
to those auxiliary edges.
5.2.2 Link Mapping for the SNF Problem
For the protection of the facility node failure, we need to allocate both a primary and a backup
facility node for each virtual node. Consequently, for a given virtual link, say a-b, one will observe
three flows associated with it: the flow between the primary node of a and b; the flow between
the primary node of a and the backup node of b; and the flow between the backup node of a and
the primary node of b. The latter two flows are provisioned to cope with the failure of a, and b,
respectively.
Further note that the splittable mapping and non-splittable mapping are reduced to the split-
table and non-splittable flow mapping in the network flow model, respectively. In the former, the
network flow can be carried by more than one paths over the AUG, while the latter can only send
the flow over a single path of the AUG.
5.2.3 Resource Sharing
The network flow model also has to take two types of resource sharing into consideration: the
sharing over the link bandwidth resources, and the sharing among the backup node resources. We
discuss both types below and present detailed formulations in the next section.
The link bandwidth sharing can further be classified into two categories. Figure 5.3 shows
an example for both of them. The virtual network to be mapped is the same with Fig. 6.5(a).
The working paths(flows) and backup paths(flows) between nodes in Fig. 5.3 are denoted by
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Figure 5.3. Sharing in the SNF
solid curves and dashed curves respectively. After embedding, the virtual node a, b, and c are
accommodated on Node 1, 3, and 5 respectively with their backup nodes a∗, b∗, and c∗ residing on
Node 2, 2 and 4. The path for virtual node pair (a, c) is 1-A-E-5, while the corresponding backup
path for virtual node pair (a, c∗) is 1-A-E-D-4. These two paths both run through the edge (A, E).
Meanwhile, the path for virtual node pair (a∗, c) (i.e., 2-B-A-E-5) also go through the edge (A, E).
Sharing that happens at Edge (A, E) for the above three paths are in two categories: the sharing
between paths for (a, c) and (a∗, c)/(a, c∗) is the working-backup sharing; the sharing between paths
for (a∗, c) and (a, c∗) is the backup-backup sharing.
The second type of sharing, node resource sharing can happen between the backup nodes of
different virtual nodes. Above example shows the sharing of backup nodes between virtual node
a and b since both nodes are protected by substrate node 2. Consequently, the backup computing
resources of a and b are shared with each other.
5.3 ILP Model for SNS Problem and SNN Problem
We next present the ILP model for the optimization version of the SNS and SNN problems,
which employ the following variables.
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wI,Ju,v: the amount of working flow on the edge (u, v) (of the auxiliary graph)
for the virtual edge (I, J);
bI,Ju,v: the amount of backup flow on the edge (u, v) (of the auxiliary graph) for
the virtual edge (I, J) after the failure of virtual node I;
WU,v: for the auxiliary edge, 1 if virtual node U’s primary node is mapped on
to the physical node v, 0 otherwise;
BU,v: for the auxiliary edge, 1 if virtual node U’s backup node is mapped on
to the physical node v, 0 otherwise;
ru,v: the consumed backup resource on a physical link (u, v);
γv: the consumed backup resource on a facility node v.
xI,Ju,v: 1 if physical edge (u, v) is carrying the working flow of virtual edge
(I, J), 0 otherwise;
yI,Ju,v: 1 if physical edge (u, v) is carrying the backup flow of virtual edge (I, J),
0 otherwise;
Since the virtual network is undirected, the active flow from I to J is the same flow from J
to I. In the formulation, we adopt the convention that the variable for the flow between virtual
node I, J (i.e., wI,Ju,v) can be nonzero only when the node ID of I is less than J. However, this is
not the case for backup flow. In specific, the backup flow variable bI,Ju,v indicates the flow between
the virtual node I and J after the failure of I while bJ,Iu,v corresponds to the flow between the virtual
node I and J after the failure of J. Thus both variables can be non-zero.
5.3.1 Objective
The objective of the model is to minimize the total consumed resources as shown in Eq. (6.1),
where α, β are used to tune the weight of the node and link resources, respective.
min[α × (
∑
u,v
ru,v +
∑
u,v,I,J
wI,Ju,v) + β × (
∑
v
∑
U
WU,v × cr(U) +
∑
v∈NS
γv)] (5.1)
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5.3.2 Constraints
Virtual Node Mapping For each virtual node, it has to be mapped to exact one working
and one backup node in the substrate network as shown in Eq. (6.2) and (5.3).
∑
v∈NS
WU,v = 1 ∀U ∈ NV (5.2)
∑
v∈NS
BU,v = 1 ∀U ∈ NV (5.3)
For each physical network node, we have the constraint in Eq. (6.3) to guarantees that no
co-located working nodes, or co-located backup and working nodes.
∑
Z∈NV
WZ,v + BU,v ≤ 1 ∀(U, v) ∈ LA (5.4)
Link Mapping for SNS Problem In the AUG, for a virtual node (e.g., Node a in Fig.6.5),
the working flow can only be carried on one edge towards the physical nodes (i.e., either Edge a-1
or a-2), as show in Eq. (6.7), and (5.6).
WI,v × br(I, J) = wI,JI,v ∀(I, v) ∈ LA, (I, J) ∈ LV , I < J (5.5)
WJ,v × br(I, J) = wI,Jv,J ∀(J, v) ∈ LA, (I, J) ∈ LV , I < J (5.6)
We have the flow conservation constraints for the working flow as follows.
∑
v∈NS
wI,Ju,v −
∑
v∈NS
wI,Jv,u = 0 ∀(I, J) ∈ LV , I < J,∀u ∈ NS (5.7)
∑
v∈NS
wI,JI,v −
∑
v∈NS
wI,Jv,I = br(I, J) ∀(I, J) ∈ LV , I < J (5.8)
∑
v∈NS
wI,JJ,v −
∑
v∈NS
wI,J
v,J = −br(I, J) ∀(I, J) ∈ LV , I < J (5.9)
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When the backup flow bI,Ju,v is used to survive the failure of I, one has to make sure the flow
goes to J via the working node, and departs I via the backup substrate node as shown in Eq. (5.10)
and (5.11).
BI,v × br(I, J) = bI,JI,v ∀(I, v) ∈ LA, (I, J) ∈ LV (5.10)
WJ,v × br(I, J) = bI,Jv,J ∀(J, v) ∈ LA, (I, J) ∈ LV (5.11)
We have the flow conservation constraints for the backup flow as follows.
∑
v∈NS
bI,Ju,v −
∑
v∈NS
bI,Jv,u = 0 ∀(I, J) ∈ LV ,∀u ∈ NS (5.12)
∑
v∈NS
bI,JI,v −
∑
v∈NS
bI,J
v,I = br(I, J) ∀(I, J) ∈ LV (5.13)
∑
v∈NS
bI,JJ,v −
∑
v∈NS
bI,Jv,J = −br(I, J) ∀(I, J) ∈ LV (5.14)
Furthermore, we need to guarantee that the augmented edges (e.g., a-1 in Fig. 6.5) carries
no backup or active flows other than those originating or terminating at the virtual node a. This is
achieved in Eq. (5.15).
∑
J!=I,K!=I
wJ,KI,v + w
J,K
v,I + b
J,K
I,v + b
J,K
v,I = 0 ∀(I, v) ∈ LA (5.15)
Link Mapping for SNN Problem Other than the equations employed in the case for split-
table flow, the model of non-splittable flow has to incorporate the following two constraints.
The non-splittable working flow is achieved with Eq. (5.16).
xI,Ju,v × br(I, J) = wI,Ju,v ∀(u, v) ∈ LS , (I, J) ∈ LV , I < J (5.16)
The non-splittable backup flow is achieved with Eq. (5.17).
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yI,Ju,v × br(I, J) = bI,Ju,v ∀(u, v) ∈ LS , (I, J) ∈ LV (5.17)
Node Capacity Constraints The constraints in Eq. (5.18) and Eq. (6.9) guarantees that the
allocated node resource is within the available capacity.
BU,v × cr(U) ≤ γv ∀(U, v) ∈ LA (5.18)
∑
U∈NV
WU,v × cr(U) + γv ≤ cc(v) ∀v ∈ NS (5.19)
Link Capacity Constraints We have Eq. (5.20) to capture the sharing, where s(I, J) gives
the right index pair for the flow between (I, J) to follow the convention discussed above. Note that
the term
∑
J∈NV bI,Ju,v +
∑
J∈NV bI,Jv,u represents the total backup flow on an edge when virtual node I
fails, which can not be shared among each other. However, above backup flows for the failure of I
can share the active flow from I to other virtual nodes (i.e.,∑J∈NV ws(I,J)u,v +
∑
J∈NV w
s(I,J)
v,u ). Hence, the
allocated backup resource on Edge (u, v) is the difference of above two terms (when the difference
> 0). We note that the sharing between backup flows is also incorporated in the Eq. (5.20). This
is because Eq. (5.20) is applied for each virtual node I, while the ru,v in fact takes the maximum
(instead of summation) among the backup resources allocated to protect the failure of each virtual
node.
(
∑
J
bI,Ju,v +
∑
J
bI,Jv,u) − (
∑
J
ws(I,J)u,v +
∑
J
ws(I,J)v,u ) ≤ ru,v ∀I ∈ NV , (u, v) ∈ LS (5.20)
Finally, the allocated link capacity of a substrate link should be less than the capacity of the
corresponding substrate link, as shown in Eq. (5.21).
∑
(I,J)∈LV
wI,Ju,v +
∑
(I,J)∈LV
wI,Jv,u + ru,v ≤ bc(u, v) ∀(u, v) ∈ LS (5.21)
Above ILP models can obtain optimal solutions for the SNN, and SNS problems, respective-
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ly. However, it is also known to be intractable for large networks. To be more computational
efficient, we resort to Tabu-search based heuristic algorithms to address SNS, and SNN problems
for large instances, which are introduced in the next section. Note that although Tabu-search based
approach is theoretically exponential, the termination can be adjusted by tuning the number of
search iterations.
5.4 Heuristic Algorithms for the SNF Problem
For larger scale networks, we adopt a two-step approach to achieve the survivability: in the
first step, we construct an auxiliary protection graph (APG) [16] that embeds the node protection
for the virtual network; in the second step, the APG is mapped to the substrate network where the
survivability is transparently employed. In the following, we first discuss the APG construction,
present the design for the Tabu-search framework that maps the APG to the substrate network, and
then show how to resolve the SNS/SNN problem using above framework, respectively.
5.4.1 Construction of the Auxiliary Protection Graph
To provide survivability against the single facility node failure, one can construct an auxiliary
protection graph in the following manner: add an extra backup virtual node; connect the backup
node to all the other virtual nodes. This results in an auxiliary protection graph (APG) that embeds
the resilience that can survive any single node failure. Figure 5.4 shows the construction of the
APG for the virtual network shown in Fig. 6.5. Note that the computing demand of the backup
node, say B (shown in Fig. 5.4), is the maximum demand among all the other virtual nodes, while
the demand for the auxiliary link, e.g., B-a, is the maximum link bandwidth demand among all the
virtual links incident to a. With the APG, the SNF problem turns out to be a pure VNE problem,
which will be resolved using the Tabu-search method in the next subsection 1.
1One reason that motivates us to use Tabu-search is that the virtual node selection process imitates the neighbor
exploration process in Tabu-search.
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Figure 5.4. Construction of Auxiliary Protection Graph
5.4.2 Virtual Network Embedding based on Tabu-search Meta-heuristic
In the following, we present our design for the Tabu-search framework, including the solution
encoding, the neighbor selection and evaluation, and the stagnation avoidance, followed by the
overall algorithm.
Encoding of the Solution Space for the Node Mapping We denote the set of virtual nodes
as NV = {v1, v1, ..., vm} (i.e., |NV | = m), and the set of substrate nodes NS as {V1,V1, ...,Vn} (i.e.,
|NS | = n,m ≤ n). The solution of a feasible node mapping can be represented by a vector S of size
n = |NS |. For each element s of S , it can have the integer value within [0,m]. For the i-th element,
value 0 represents that no virtual node is mapped to the Vi; while any other value, say j, means
that the virtual node v j is mapped to the substrate node Vi. Figure 5.5 presents the encoding of one
feasible solution when mapping three virtual nodes a, b, c onto a substrate network containing six
physical nodes A, B, C, D, E, F.
a       0       0     b       0       c
A        B        C        D       E       F
N
V
={a, b, c}, N
S
={A, B, C, D, E, F}
Figure 5.5. Solution Encoding of the Node Mapping
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Neighbor Exploration Given above solution encoding, we introduce two operations that
generate the neighbors of the current solution. The first operation is the exchange of two non-
zero elements in the solution vector, where the mapping of two virtual nodes are swapped over
respective substrates nodes. The other operation is the exchange of one zero element with one
non-zero element, which means the virtual node is migrated to the substrate node with the zero
element. Note that in both operations, the examination of the node capacity has to be employed to
make sure the exchange does not lead to the violation of the substrate node capacity. The example
for both operations is shown in Fig. 5.6.
(b) Swapping a non-zero element with a zero element
(a) Swapping two non-zero elements 
a 0       0         b 0 c 0       0       0         b a       c
a 0       0 b 0       c b 0       0 a 0       c
Figure 5.6. Two Possible Neighbor Solutions Obtained by Swapping
Evaluation of the Neighbor Solution In Tabu-search, a decision has to be made on which
neighbor to proceed after evaluating the goodness of each neighbor. In our case, we have to esti-
mate the resource consumption for each neighbor solution since potentially there are exponential
paths between each node-pair of the substrate network. Instead of only relying on the shortest path,
we use the average hop number of the k-shortest path to approximate the link resource usage.
Rather than calculating the exact resource for each neighbor, we obtain the difference between
the current solution and the neighbor solution. We use an example to show this calculation. As-
sume virtual node a and b is initially mapped onto the substrate node B and C respectively. As a
neighbor solution, these two substrate nodes are exchanged (a to C, b to B). We use N(a), N(b)
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to denote the virtual adjacent nodes of a, b, respectively, and use M(N(a)), M(N(b)) to denote the
substrate nodes that map the nodes in N(a), N(b). Since the difference on the resource consumption
brought by the swapping only applies to the neighbors of a and b, we have the difference calculat-
ed with Eq. 5.22. Note that R(I, J) is defined as H(I, J) × br(i, j), where i, j are the virtual nodes
residing on I, J, and H(I, J) is the average hop number for the k-shortest paths between I, J. Since
the case for the exchange between one zero and one non-zero element is even easier, we omit the
detail here.
∑
I∈M(N(a))
R(I, B) +
∑
I∈M(N(b))
R(I,C) − (
∑
I∈M(N(a))
R(I,C) +
∑
I∈M(N(b))
R(I, B)) (5.22)
Stagnation Avoidance To prevent the searching process from cycling in a small set of so-
lutions, we also maintain both the recency and the frequency information for the exchanged pair to
enable a short-term control and long-term control, respectively. Basically, the recently exchanged
pair is stored in the tabu recency list to make sure no reverse exchanges in the near future. To al-
low the searching process to explore other parts of the solution space, we store the global number
of exchanges of each substrate node pair in the frequency list. The pair with the least frequency
value will be chosen for exchange when no promising neighbors exist or no improvement has been
observed for a while.
When combining above aspects together the overall process is shown in Algorithm 3. Where
the variable Cur_S ol, and Best_S o_Far represent the current solution, and the best solution found
so far, respectively. Also note that we don’t directly accept a neighbor solution in Line 9. Instead,
we have to check the feasibility of the resulted Multi Commodity Flow (MCF) problem in Line 16
before updating the solution. The main difference of the SNS and the SNN problem in fact lies on
the complexity of the resulted MCF problem, which is further elaborated below.
5.4.3 Resolve the MCF for SNS and SNN Problems
We present the detailed procedure to resolve the MCF for SNS, and SNN problems in this
subsection.
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Algorithm 4 Tabu Search Algorithm for Virtual Network Embedding
1: Generate a initial feasible solution as the Cur_S ol, and use the resulted resource amount as
Best_S o_Far;
2: i ← 1
3: while i ≤ No_O f _Iter do
4: BEGIN: Find the best neighbor solution of Cur_S ol, namely Best_Nbr;
5: if Best_Nbr is better than Best_S o_Far then
6: Set the temporary solution (Temp_S ol) as Best_Nbr;
7: else
8: if There exists neighbors better than Cur_S ol, and not in the Tabu recency list then
9: Set the Temp_S ol as the best one among those neighbors;
10: end if
11: else
12: if No neighbor is better then
13: Choose the least frequent solution in the Tabu frequency list as the Temp_S ol;
14: end if
15: end if
16: Solve the resulted MCF problem;
17: if No feasible optimal solution found based on Temp_S ol then
18: Mark infeasibility of the chosen solution, and go back to BEGIN
19: end if
20: Set the Cur_S ol as Temp_S ol, update the Frequency and Tabu list, and Best_S o_Far;
21: i ← i + 1
22: end while
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SNS MCF Problem For the case with splittable flow, the resulted MCF problem can be
reduced to a linear programming problem. Theoretically, it hence can be resolved in polynomial
time using the ellipsoid algorithm [36]. In practice, however, we can simply rely on a lagrange-
relaxation solution or column-generation solution to obtain the optimal result. Since both solutions
are standard approaches for the MCF problem [42], we omit the detail here.
SNN MCF Problem For the case with non-splittable flow, the resulted MCF problem re-
stricts the flow to be carried by only one path, which is NP-hard [47] [48]. In this study, we adopt
the following relaxation process to resolve this problem.
1. Resolve the LP-Relaxation of the non-splittable flow MCF problem. For each commodity,
the solution consists of one or multiple active paths.
2. Start with the commodity that has the minimum number of active paths, choose the active
path that carries the maximum flow.
3. If the chosen active path leads to the violation of the link bandwidth bound, choose the next
active path.
4. Continue this process until all the commodity select one path for carrying the flow.
5.5 Performance Evaluation and Analysis
In this section, we evaluate the proposed schemes and compare the performance. Both the
virtual network and substrate network are randomly generated with the number of nodes falling
in a given range. And the virtual/substrate links are randomly decided for each node pair that
leads to an average network connectivity of 50% (i.e., 50% existing possibility of the link between
any node pair). We set α = β = 1 in the objective of the ILP model. For large scale networks,
ILP model is time-inefficient (especially in a dynamic traffic context). We hence compare the
performance of ILP models and the heuristics on small networks and obtain the average blocking
probability of VN requests for all approaches. In addition, we compare other metrics, including
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resource consumption, QoS metrics, and the impact of the simulation parameters in the second
subsection with a different setting.
5.5.1 An Exemplary Comparison of SNN and SNS
To better understand the difference between splitable and non-splitable flow mapping, We first
compare the resource usage of SNS and SNN through an example based on the virtual network and
substrate network shown in Fig. 6.5. The solutions are obtained through the ILP model.
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Figure 5.7. Example Solution with SNN
The non-splittable flow ILP solution is shown in Fig. 5.7. For each virtual node (say a), the
corresponding mapped working substrate node is labeled as a, and the backup node is labeled as
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a∗. To present a clear picture of the whole solution, we separate the flows into four parts. Fig.
5.7(a) shows the working flows of the solution, the number beside each flow is the value of the
flow. Fig. 5.7 (b) illustrates the backup flows upon the failure of node a. Fig. 5.7 (c) shows the
backup flow upon the failure of node b. Fig. 5.7 (d) demonstrates the backup flows upon the failure
of node c. In this case, the objective of the optimal solution is 44.
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Figure 5.8. Example Solution with SNS
Comparatively, Fig. 5.8 shows the ILP solution for splittable flow mapping. Similarly, Fig.
5.8(a) shows the working flow of the solution. Note that the virtual link a-b of 3 units of bandwidth
requirement has been satisfied by splitting it into a flow of 2 units and a flow of 1 unit. Each
number represents the amount of flow carried by the corresponding link for a specific flow. Fig.
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5.8(b) shows the backup flow upon the failure of node a. Fig. 5.8 (c) illustrates the backup flows
upon the failure of node b. Fig. 5.8(d) shows the backup flow upon the failure of node c. Note that
the flow splitting also applies to the backup flow when node b and a fail. In this case, the objective
of the optimal solution is 43, which is smaller than 44.
5.5.2 Comparison of ILP Models and Heuristic Algorithms: Small Networks
In this subsection, we compare the ILP models and the heuristic algorithms in terms of the
blocking probability ( Blocked RequestsTotal Requests ) for a given period (i.e., 10, 000 time units). We assume that
VN requests arrive in a Poisson process with a rate of r VNs per 10 time units, and stay with 100
time units following an exponential distribution. The number of nodes for the virtual network is
randomly generated within [2, 4], and the size of the substrate network is fixed to be 10. The band-
width/computational requirement of the virtual network link/node is randomly generated within
[1, 5], while the link/node capacity of the substrate network is randomly generated within [10, 50].
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Figure 5.9. Comparison of Blocking Probability among Different Methods
The comparison of the blocking probability is shown in Fig. 5.9. Clearly, the increase of the
arrival rate leads to the growth of the blocking probability, and ILP-based solutions outperform
the respective heuristics in most case. However, with large arrival rate, the ILP-based solutions
have no evident advantage over the respective Tabu-based heuristics. This is due to the fact that
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greedily (though optimal for the present network state) allocating the resources in ILP models for
the current VN request does not necessary lead to better acceptance chance for future requests.
In addition, we observe lower blocking probability in the case of splittable mapping due to the
increased path search space in the link mapping. The difference between the case with splittable
and non-splittable mapping is especially evident when the network load is high due to the faster
saturation of network bandwidth. Particularly, when the arrival rate is high, we observe cases
that the heuristic algorithm with splittable mapping even outperforms the ILP-based solution with
non-splittable mapping, which demonstrates the advantage of the former.
5.5.3 Comparison of ILP Models and Heuristic Algorithms: Large Networks
In this subsection, we compare ILP models with the heuristic algorithms in terms of the re-
source consumption, the QoS metric, and study the impact of the iteration number in the heuristics.
The number of nodes for the virtual network request is randomly generated within [2, 10], and the
size of the substrate network falls in the range of [10, 50]. The bandwidth/computational require-
ment of the virtual network link/node is randomly generated within [1, 20], while the link/node
capacity of the substrate network is randomly generated within [1, 50]. We generate multiple thou-
sands of the instances and report the average performance (i.e., QoS, resource consumption) below
after obtaining the performance of each running instance.
Comparison of Resource Consumption The resource comparison between different ap-
proaches is presented in Fig. 5.10, where the X-axle is the number of nodes for the virtual net-
work, and the Y-axle shows the total consumed resources for respective schemes, where the total
consumed resources refers to the node/link resources consumed for both active and backup traffic.
From Fig. 5.10, we can have three major observations. First, the schemes with splittable flow
clearly outperform the schemes with non-splittable flow. Second, the Tabu-search based solution
for the SNS problem leads to less consumed resources, when compared to the optimal results for
the SNN problem. Both of these observations are due to the fact that the splittable flow enables
a larger solution (i.e., path) space for the virtual link mapping. Third, the proposed Tabu-search
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Figure 5.10. Resource Comparison among Different Methods
schemes perform very close to the optimal results from the respective ILP models. Considering the
extensive computational overhead of the ILP models, in practice, the Tabu-search based scheme
thus can be an effective alternative solution. The Tabu-search scheme above is configured to run
1000 iterations. In the next, we will further study the impact of this parameter.
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Figure 5.11. QoS Comparison among Different Methods
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QoS Comparison of the ILP Models and Heuristic Algorithms The splittable flow leads
to better resource performance. However, it may bring the tradeoff in the QoS. In our evaluation,
to see the impact, we have randomly generated the latency of each substrate link within [0.1, 1].
For each commodity (i.e., a virtual link), we calculate the difference between the active path with
the maximum latency and the one with the minimum latency as Max−MinMax . The average result for a
virtual network with 10 virtual links are presented in Fig. 5.11, where the X-axle is the index of
the virtual link, and Y-axle shows the path latency difference. Clearly, for the non-splittable flow
mapping, the difference stays at 0 since only a single path is chosen. For the schemes with splittable
flow, instead, we observe an evident difference for most virtual links 2. In practice, packets (along
the same virtual link) hence may go through different substrate paths and experience various delay
in the splittable mapping, resulting in issues such as packet disorder. As a result, how to employ
splittable mapping without significant latency delay, has to be well studied, which can be addressed
in a path-based formulation [49] that can restrict the latency difference among selected paths.
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Figure 5.12. The Impact of Iteration Number
2Results based on varying the latency range for each link or other parameters show the similar observation that
most virtual links posses a non-neglectable latency difference, thus omitted here.
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The Impact of the Tabu-search Parameter One advantage of Tabu-search approach over
the ILP model is the time efficiency and its flexibility in adjusting the running time by adopting
different iteration number in Algorithm 1. We show the impact of the number of iterations in Fig.
5.12. In Fig. 5.12, the X-axle, Y-axle again shows the number of nodes for the virtual network,
and the total consumed resources, respectively. With varying the iteration number, one can clearly
observe a resource reduction. When the iteration number is more than 1000, the improvement,
however, is not as evident. As a result, in practice, one may adopt a medium-size iteration number,
bewaring of the time overhead with larger iteration number.
5.6 Remarks
In this chapter, viewed from a network flow perspective, the SNF problem is modeled as
ILP formulations which considers joint working and backup requests for both splittable and non-
splittable flow mappings. For larger-scale problems, Tabu-search based heuristic algorithms are
proposed to provide a practical and efficient solution. We also evaluate the correctness and effi-
ciency of the proposed ILP models and heuristic algorithms and present our results. In the next
step, we plan to study other failure scenarios including, for instance, two failures or multiple fail-
ures of facility nodes.
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PART 6
OPTICAL NETWORK VIRTUALIZATION
The Internet traffic has been growing at a dramatic speed, which almost doubles every five
years [28]. At the same time, the power consumption of the current Internet has brought signifi-
cant concern regarding the economic, energy, as well as environmental implication of the current
Internet. Fortunately, optical networks promises to address these issues given the well-known high
bandwidth and energy efficiency [18] [19].
An virtualized future Internet apparently calls for the support of bandwidth-abundant optical-
based substrate networks. To fully reap the advantage of optical networking, it is ideal to virtualize
the optical resources to support any-to-any bandwidth-abundant connectivity for the service layer
in network virtualization. Via abstraction, partition, and aggregation of optical resources (e.g.,
optical link, port, and switch node as shown in Fig. 6.2), optical network and switching allows for
more agility and flexibility to satisfy the service request from the users, resulting in a Connectivity
as a Service (CaaS) to the SPs.
However, optical resources are heterogeneous and optical transmission bear numerous phys-
ical limitation due to the analogy feature of optical signal. These brings in new challenges to
network virtualization over an optical-based substrate. In this chapter, we present a holistic view
of the motivations, architecture, and challenges on the way towards a virtualized Internet support-
ed by optical substrate networks. Among all, we focus on the added dimension of complexity
to the VNE problem and present an optimization model for the VNE problem over a virtualized
wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) network. To call for more actions on this direction, we
also highlight a few open problems that deserve further study. Different from prior work, this
chapter focuses on the integration of optical virtualization and network virtualization via enabling
optical Connectivity as a Service.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section 6.1 discusses the motivations and
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challenges of optical-based network virtualization. In Section 6.2, we present the architecture to
enable network virtualization upon a virtualized optical substrate. We formally define the optical
VNE problem in Section 6.3, and present an optimization model for the WDM VNE problem in
Section 6.4. Open problems and further discussions are presented in Section 6.5. Finally, we
conclude this chapter in Section 6.6.
6.1 Optical-based Network Virtualization: Motivations and Challenges
In this section, we discuss the major motivations behind network virtualization, optical virtu-
alization, and the incentive/challenges for the optical-based network virtualization.
6.1.1 Drive of Network Virtualization and Optical Virtualization
As we have extensively discussed in early chapters, the major drive for network virtualization
is to overcome the impasse of the current Internet [2] [3] [4] [5] where disruptive technologies can
barely be employed due to multiple architecture constraints of the present Internet Infrastructure.
For instance, the stakeholder is reluctant to adopt revolutionary technologies due to the potential
CAPEX/OPEX cost. Also, with current Internet, a global agreement and coordination are needed
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for employment of new technologies, which, however, is hard to achieve in practice. Those barriers
are removed with the idea of creating a layer of abstraction by decoupling the traditional ISPs into
the Infrastructure Providers (InPs) (which manage the physical infrastructure), and the Service
Provider (SPs) (which manage the virtual network and offer services to the end users) [2] [3] [4]
[5]. With this decoupling, more flexibility and convenient management are allowed since SPs can
deploy services without high investments on the physical infrastructure while InPs can operate and
upgrade without affecting supported services.
The IT industry is experiencing an era of virtualization where software, platform, infrastruc-
ture, (or anything), are all abstracted and virtualized as services, enabling a pay-as-you-go business
model. The major driver of this revolution is the resulted cost savings, management overhead re-
duction, as well as increased adaptability. Among this wave, it is not surprising that the need for
virtualized optical networks is raised recently, and attracts significant interests. The idea of optical
virtualization was initially introduced in [29]. It is shown in [29] that when automated optical path
provisioning, segmentation/aggregation of network resources, and optical network resource man-
agement/coordination are all feasible, optical networks can be virtualized to provide stronger and
smarter cooperation to the upper layer. The authors of [30], from a practical viewpoint, discussed
major optical enabling technologies, devices, architectures. Specifically, the resource partition
and aggregation for various optical resources including switch ports and link capacity are all in-
vestigated. With a virtualized optical network, various applications benefit from the huge optical
bandwidth, including data center and cloud computing applications, which is discussed in [31].
Recently, the authors of [32] studied the RWA problem in a virtualization context. Different from
above work, in this paper, we introduce the concept of Connectivity as a Service, and investigate
the integration of above two trends.
Note that there are multiple advantages with a virtualized optical network. First, it introduces
the flexibility of provisioning high-bandwidth any-to-any connectivity. Second, it enables the agili-
ty of customizing the bandwidth provision to adapt the change of the user requests. In addition, a
virtualized optical networks can enable more time-multiplexing of the deployed optical resources
(in a timely and automated manner), resulting in more revenues to the stakeholder.
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6.1.2 Incentive for Optical-based Network Virtualization
The Internet traffic explosion is expected to be continued in the foreseeable future [28]. Op-
tical networking is considered as the foremost solution to handle this ever-increasing bandwidth
demand. Therefore, it is desirable that a virtualized next generation Internet is build upon a vir-
tualized optical substrate. To be seamlessly integrated into network virtualization where the user
requests can work in a pay-as-you-go fashion, the optical resources have to be virtualized to en-
able connectivity as a service for the upper layer. We refer to the resulted integration of network
virtualization and optical virtualization as Optical-based Network Virtualization.
6.1.3 Challenges in Optical-based Network Virtualization
While virtualized optical networks promise a highly flexible, and bandwidth-abundant sub-
strate for network virtualization, this integration faces multiple important challenges 1.
First, due to the analog nature of optical transmission, optical signal is prone to degradation
and impairment. The availability of an optical connection is impacted by the signal reachability
(which is also decided by the modulation level). When signal regeneration is needed, the availabil-
ity of a connection is determined by the availability of regeneration devices.
Second, optical spectrum is organized in granularity of wavelength (or sub-carriers) in WDM
networks (or OFDM-based optical networks). In contrast, in a general (packet-switched) net-
work virtualization context, dimensionless bandwidth resources are assumed. For sub-wavelength
and super-wavelength traffic, the wavelength (or sub-carrier) resources need efficient partition and
aggregation, leading to the challenges to the network control plane. In addition, the employed
wavelength (or sub-carrier) for a request has to follow the wavelength continuity constraint (in the
absence of wavelength converters), which further complicates the VNE process.
Third, virtualized optical networks are expected to be remotely controllable for flexible and
agile provision. This indicates that all the resources (with aggregation and partition) associated
with the connection should be accessible by the control plane, which potentially demands for ex-
1Note that we omit the challenges under the category of the classic network virtualization, which have been exten-
sively discussed in other work (e.g., [1]).
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Figure 6.2. Optical-based Network Virtualization
tending the GMPLS control plane and/or using the Software Defined Networks (e.g., the OpenFlow
architect [50]).
Fourth, from the algorithmic viewpoint, the classic Virtual Network Embedding problem is
already an NP-Complete problem [8]. The optical-related constraints add extra dimensions of
complexity to the VNE problem.
Furthermore, optical networks diversify in terms of the switching paradigms (optical burst/-
packet/circuit switching [51] [52]), node architectures, spectrum management policy (i.e, WDM
networks or OFDM networks). We exclude all those complexities, and provide a generic architec-
ture for network virtualization over the optical substrate in the next section.
6.2 Optical-based Network Virtualization: Architecture Overview
Figure 6.2 shows the overall architecture for optical-based network virtualization architecture
in our vision, which consists of four major layers, where the top two layers belongs to the SPs and
the bottom two layers belongs to the InPs.
First, at Service Presentation layer, user can interact and customize their requests (via, for
example, a HTTP REST API interface) based on their needs, and budgets. The Service Abstrac-
tion layer, on the other hand, abstracts the user requests as logical virtual networks. The detailed
components of these two layers are shown in Fig. 6.3. An example virtual network is shown in
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Figure 6.3. Optical-based Network Virtualization: Layers of SPs
the bottom layer of Fig. 6.3 where three facility nodes (i.e., nodes support computing or storage
capabilities) are connected with four direction lightpaths where the number besides each link rep-
resents the needed number of lightpath according to the bandwidth requirement between incident
facility nodes.
The next two layers are detailed in Fig. 6.4. At The Physical Control and Management layer,
the optical resources are abstracted and managed by the optical resource manger, and Connectivity
as a service (CaaS) is offered. Likewise, the utilities resources (e.g., computing services, storage
devices) are managed by utility resource manager, Utility as a service can be provided. Both types
of resources are orchestrated together to offer Infrastructure as a service to the service layer (via
the VNE process). Finally, the Physical layer consists of the physical servers/devices that are
connected by optical networks (which consists of optical switch nodes, and optical fiber links).
6.3 Optical Virtual Network Embedding (OVNE)
In this section, we present a generic network model for the most important piece of above
architecture: the Optical Virtual Network Embedding (OVNE) problem.
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Figure 6.4. Optical-based Network Virtualization: Layers of InPs
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Figure 6.5. Virtual Network and Substrate Network Model
6.3.1 Network Model for OVNE Problem
The virtual network request is represented as a directed weighted graph 2 GV = (NV , LV ),
where NV is the set of virtual nodes, and LV is the set of virtual links. The utility resource require-
ment of a virtual node a is denoted as cr(a), while the communication demand of a virtual link
(between virtual node a and b) reflects the bandwidth requirement between the two incident nodes
(i.e., a and b) of the link, denoted by br(a, b). Since it is a directed graph, note that br(a, b) may not
be equal to br(b, a). An example of virtual network is shown in Fig. 6.5(a) where there are three
virtual nodes, connected by four virtual links, and the numbers besides the nodes/links represent
the respective utility resource and bandwidth requirements.
2Different from VNE problem defined early, here we assume that the virtual link (i.e., lightpath(s)) is directional.
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The substrate network is similarly represented by a directed weighted graph GS = (NS , LS )
(see Fig. 6.5(b) for an example), where LS is the set of fiber links (with one fiber per direction for
each link), and NS consists of two types of nodes: the facility nodes (denoted as FN) and the op-
tical switch nodes (denoted as S N). The former is provisioned with the utility capability and hosts
the virtual node, and the latter connects facility nodes to form the substrate network. We denote the
available capacity of facility node I as cc(I), and the available bandwidth (e.g., number of wave-
lengths) of a substrate link a-b as bc(a, b). For the example substrate network shown in Fig. 6.5(b),
we have five facilities nodes, connected by five optical switch nodes, where the numbers besides
the facility nodes/links represent the available utility and bandwidth resources, respectively. To
facilitate the modeling, we further construct an auxiliary graph (AUG) that integrates the substrate
network and the virtual network. In specific, for each virtual node (e.g., Node a in Fig. 6.5(a)),
we add auxiliary edges to connect it to a group of substrate network facility nodes (e.g., Node 1, 2
for virtual node a in Fig. 6.6) which satisfy the node capacity constraint (i.e., cr(a) ≤ cc(1), and
cr(a) ≤ cc(2)) as well as other constraints such as the location requirement [12].
6.3.2 Definition for OVNE
The Optical Virtual Network Embedding (OVNE) problem can be formally defined as fol-
lows.
Definition 3: Optical VNE Problem. Given the virtual network GV = (NV , LV ), and opti-
cal substrate network GS = (NS , LS ), the OVNE problem is a decision problem that determines
whether it can map the virtual network to the substrate network satisfying the following constraints:
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(i) for each virtual node, it is mapped to the substrate network meeting the capacity constraint; (ii)
for each virtual link, it is mapped to the substrate network meeting the capacity constraint; (ii-
i) all the optical-related constraints depending on the specific optical network (e.g., wavelength
continuity constraint in WDM networks) are all satisfied.
6.4 Mathematic Model of the WDM OVNE Problem
In this section, we present a mathematical model for the optimization version of the OVNE
problem over a virtualized WDM network. We assume that there is no wavelength converters and
the optical signal can cover the whole physical network. The proposed model is based on the aux-
iliary graph mentioned above and employs the following variables or notations.
f s,d,wu,v : 1 if a lightpath from virtual node s to virtual node d using wavelength
w, going through link (u, v) (of the auxiliary graph), 0 otherwise;
Mu,v: 1 if virtual node u is mapped on to the physical node v, 0 otherwise;
Av: available resources on facility node v;
ru: utility requirements of virtual node u;
B: a big integer number;
W: the number of wavelengths per fiber;
FN: the set of facility nodes;
Rs,d: bandwidth requirements (in terms of number of lightpaths) of virtual
link (s, d).
6.4.1 Objective
The objective of the model is shown in Eq. (6.1), which is the summation of all the used
wavelength resources over all the fiber links. Moreover, the node resources are excluded in the
objective since the consumed node resources are fixed under any mapping.
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min[
∑
w∈[1,W]
∑
(s,d)∈LV
∑
(u,v)∈LS
f s,d,wu,v ] (6.1)
6.4.2 Constraints
Virtual Node Mapping For each virtual node, it has to be mapped to exactly one facility
node in the substrate network. This is reflected in Eq. (6.2).
∑
v:(u,v)∈AUG
Mu,v = 1 ∀u ∈ NV (6.2)
Meanwhile, for each facility node, we have the constraint in Eq. (6.3), which guarantees that
no two different virtual nodes are mapped to the same physical node.
∑
u:u∈NV ,(u,v)∈AUG
Mu,v ≤ 1 ∀v ∈ FN (6.3)
Virtual Link Mapping The mapping of a virtual link is realized as lightpath(s) over the
auxiliary graph. We have the following flow conservation constraints for source, destination, and
intermediate node, respectively. Note that the wavelength continuity constraint is ensured with Eq.
(6.4) since it is applied to each wavelength w.
∑
u:(u,v)∈LS
f s,d,wu,v −
∑
x:(v,x)∈LS
f s,d,wv,x = 0 ∀(s, d) ∈ LV ,∀v ∈ NS ,∀w ∈ [1,W] (6.4)
∑
v:(s,v)∈AUG
∑
w∈[1,W]
f s,d,ws,v = Rs,d ∀(s, d) ∈ LV (6.5)
∑
u:(u,d)∈AUG
∑
w∈[1,W]
f s,d,w
u,d = Rs,d ∀(s, d) ∈ LV (6.6)
In the auxiliary graph, for a virtual node, the flow can only be carried on the edge towards the
facility node that maps it (i.e., Mu,v = 1). We need the following constraint in Eq. (6.7) to guarantee
that. In specific, when Mu,v = 0 (i.e., virtual node u is not mapped to v), Eq. (6.7) ensures that
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no wavelength can be assigned on the auxiliary edge (u, v). When Mu,v = 1, the large number B
makes sure that Eq. (6.7) is an tautology and wavelengths are allowed to be used on edge (u, v).
∑
w∈[1,W]
(
∑
d:(u,d)∈LV
f u,d,wu,v +
∑
s:(s,u)∈LV
f s,u,wv,u ) ≤ Mu,v × B ∀(u, v) ∈ AUG, u ∈ NV , v ∈ NS (6.7)
Due to the construction, the auxiliary edge (say u-v that connects virtual node u and facility
node v) cannot carry lightpaths that are not originated or terminated at u, which is achieved by Eq.
(6.8).
∑
w∈[1,W]
∑
(s,d)∈LV ,s,u,d,u
( f s,d,wu,v + f s,d,wv,u ) ≤ 0 ∀(u, v) ∈ AUG, u ∈ NV , v ∈ NS (6.8)
Node Capacity Constraint For a facility node (say v), the total allocated capacity should
be less than its capacity This is reflected in Eq. (6.9).
∑
u:u∈NV ,(u,v)∈AUG
(ru × Mu,v) ≤ Av ∀v ∈ FN (6.9)
6.5 Discussions and Open Problems
To enable Connectivity as a Service, optical resources should be remotely manageable and
automatically provisionable. This automation and remote control largely depend on the proper ab-
straction of optical link resources and node resources 3 to allow easy access by the control plane.
Along this direction, more studies/experiments/testbeds are expected to be built to compare/vali-
date proposals from the literature (e.g, [30]).
The model presented in Section 6.4 assumed a WDM-based optical substrate, which can
be extended and adapted to fit different settings (e.g., the case with the presence of wavelength
conversion, and the case that reachability has to be considered). Also, recent studies demonstrate
3See [30] for a detailed discussion on the optical node virtualization.
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that a virtualized OFDM-based optical networks have a great potential to better serve the future
Internet [53] [29] [54]. This is due to the improved signal quality, and the fine granularity for traffic
accommodation in OFDM-based networks. Note that, however, OFDM-based optical networks
bear more complexities due to the spectrum consecutiveness constraint, as well as the freedom of
modulation selection. These add extra difficulties to the OVNE problem, which require intelligent
algorithm/protocol design.
It is also important to investigate how the multicast pattern can be realized in network virtual-
ization, and particularly, over an optical substrate. Traditionally, optical multicast is achieved via
the construction of light-trees [55], which start at the source node of a multicast request and split
the signals at intermediate nodes to reach all the destination nodes. The signal splitting capability
is supported with the optical splitter and delivery switches, which are also referred as multicast
capable optical cross-connects (OXCs). In network virtualization, the user may not designate the
source and destination node sets to the service provider, which, instead, are decided in the VNE
process. Also, the multicast may be achieved without multicast capable optical OXCs [56], or
with limited support by employing tap-and-continue switches [57]. All those variations pose new
challenges to the multicast over an optical-based network virtualization, and deserve further study.
In addition, in an optical-based network virtualization context, heterogenous types of network
entities including, for example, optical fibers/nodes, utility servers/devices coexist. The failure of
those entities could impact the upper layer to a different degree, and requests robust proactive/active
protection schemes. In other words, more research dedicated to the survivability should bring the
optical features as well as traditional optical survivability efforts (e.g., the SRLG constraint [58],
the p-cycle protection schemes [59]) into account.
6.6 Remarks
Optical virtualization is an important step to support a virtualized next-generation Internet.
With the huge bandwidth inherently provided by optical transmission, optical virtualization can
supply Connectivity as a Service (CaaS) by providing virtualized any-to-any bandwidth-abundant
connections to upper layers. This chapter has presented a holistic view on the motivations, archi-
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tecture, and challenges in optical virtualization, and studied the optical virtual network embedding
(OVNE) problem. We have presented an optimization model for the OVNE problem over a vir-
tualized WDM network. In the next step, we expect to address the challenges and open problems
elaborated in this work, and extend the proposed model to more comprehensive cases.
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PART 7
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this chapter, we briefly summarize the overall work of this dissertation, and point out a few
areas of future study.
7.1 Summary of the Dissertation
The role decoupling of the infrastructure provider (InP) and the service provider (SP) enables
a virtualized view of the underlying network infrastructure to the SPs as well as the freedom of
adopting the technological advancement to both. This decoupling, at the same time, demands for
solving the virtual network embedding problem.
Given the NP-Completeness of the VNE problem, in this dissertation, our first study presents
an optimal path-based Integer Linear Programming VNE model. Based on the model, we present
a branch and bound framework that employs a column generation process to solve the proposed
model. Our approaches, different from the literature, can either obtain an optimal VNE solution,
or near-optimal solutions with guaranteed solution quality.
As VNE can be decomposed into two processes including node assignment (NA) and link
mapping (LM), it is a common strategy to employ a divide and conquer design that sequentially
addresses the NA and LM sub-problems. The non-optimality however trade-offs the simplicity of
this design. We are hence motivated to design a decomposition process employs similar structure
of NA and LM sub-problem while maintaining the optimality or near-optimality of the solution.
Based on primal-dual analysis of the path-based ILP model, in this dissertation, we present an
intelligent framework that allow feedback between NA and LM sub-problems, and evolvement
towards the optimal solution or near-optimal solution with guaranteed performance.
Survivability is also critical to network virtualization, despite the extra complexity introduced
to the VNE process. In this dissertation, we focus on the single facility node failure, and address
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the resulted Survivable Virtual Network Embedding problems from a network flow viewpoint.
Specifically, we consider two variations of network flows: non-splitable flow and splitable flow,
and propose both optimal and heuristic approaches for both cases. Our performance studies reveal
interesting insights and the tradeoff between these two variations of flow mapping.
This work also presents a study on the motivation, architecture and model for optical-based
network virtualization. The traffic explosion of the Internet calls for a high-speed automated optical
substrate that can elastically allocate resources to support network services. In this dissertation, as
the enabler, we present a four-layer architecture, and formally define and model the optical virtual
network embedding problem.
7.2 Future Directions
Looking forward, our exploration in the area of network virtualization will be focusing on the
following major topics.
First, the security in network virtualization. In a virtualized environment, data and/or comput-
ing are generally out-sourced to the third party and thus leading to inherent threats to the security
goals. As a crucial component, however, security issues in network virtualization has only received
limited attention [60] [61] [62] [63].
Second, as the power usage of the Internet has becoming an critical concern, it is also im-
portant to take the energy aspects into the consideration of virtual network embedding. Only few
work has been devoted to this direction [64]. In our future work, we plan to explicitly assess the
major power sources of network virtualization from various spectrums including, for example, ap-
plication, facility resource type, node type (i.e., switch or facility node), resource quantity (e.g.,
bandwidth and computing resources) to present a framework that allows for energy-efficient virtual
network embedding.
Third, in the area of optical network, the recent proposal on OFDM-based elastic optical
networks is regarded as a promising solution to address the inefficiency of WDM networks in
both energy and spectrum usage [29] [53] [54] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69]. OFDM-based elastic
optical networks at the same time, brings extra complexity in the spectrum allocation including
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the spectrum-continuity and sub-carrier consecutiveness [54]. When these constraints are taken
into account, the Optical Virtual Network Embedding problem is more challenging and deserves
further study.
Fourth, in parallel with the efforts on the virtualization of the core of the Internet infrastruc-
ture, studies on the virtualization of various physical networks are also prominent. The counterpart
study in wireless networks, for instance, are discussed in [70] where unique challenges of wireless
network virtualization are elaborated. The topic of mobile cellular network virtualization has been
addressed in [71], [72], [73]. In the area of sensor networks, the virtualization mainly focus on the
virtualization of software platform to enable application sharing [20]. In our future study, we will
also address main challenges associated with the virtualization of wireless and sensor networks as
well as many other emerging networking paradigms (e.g., vehicular networks).
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